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TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
MENTOR PROGRAM DISCLAIMER & RELEASE

,as a participant in a group sponsored by
That I,
the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association of Texas, understand that any mentor information
and/or advice received in the course of my mentorship is to guide me in my criminal law practice
as a n educational resource and to discuss issues confronted in the practice of criminal law, including
but not limited to attorney/client communications, plea negotiations, trial tactics and techniques,
professionalism and legal ethics. I understand that these are general discussions and I can in no way
rely upon the advice and/or statements of my mentor or other participants in the mentor program. I
understand that although the mentor is engaged in the practice of criminal law, that the mentor is not
rendering legal or professional advice to me or to any of my clients through me.

THEINFORMATIONI RECEIVE IN THE COURSE OF MY MENTORSHIP wu

NOT RE R U D UPON BY ME AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR MY OWN I U I E M N T OR

LEGALPINIONSTANDI
UNDERSTAND THAT THE OPINIONS OR STATEMENTS OF
RESEARCH.
I also understand that neither the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association nor any
mentor or participant warrants that any information that they share, divulge or give to me is suitable
for any area of my practice other than to aid me in improving my criminal law practice skills.
I understand that neither The Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association nor the mentor or
any participant in the mentor program warrants or represents that any information or advice they may
give me can be relied upon by me in my criminal law practice but serves as an aid or guide in assisting
me in developing criminal law practice skills.
Date

Participant's Name
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t is an enduring holiday ritual with a
reassurxng familiarity about it - New
Year's Resolutions. Y2K is here! As
the world edges into the new millennium
full of uncertainty about the future, it
seems that more and more of us are
in need of such reassurances. So, in my
quest to quell any uneasiness among the
masses, let us now proceed to my meandering list of Millennium Resolutions!

-

.

I hereby resolve:

To assist increasing TCDWs membership to 3,000 sttong by 2001 (our 30m
anniversary) by constantly a$ diligently
soliciting both the experienced among us
to renew their membership and the baby
criminal defense practitioner to join in
the struggle.
To help shift the focus on juvenile
offenders from criminals who happen to
be young, to children who happen to be
criminal. L. Mara Dodge, Assistant Profes
sor of History at Westfield State College
in Westfield, Massachusetts, put it aptly
when she wrote recently that we have
cr~minalized our juvenile justice system
and have demonized the youth it serves.
Let's give our kids second chances as we
did in the past - to allow for youthful
indiscretions. Remember, that we are the
only Western nation that permits execution for crimes committed as a juvenile.
To seek the reform of our drug
laws that criminalize and incarcerate far
too many of our citizens. Each of the
legal, medical and social approaches to
the issue of drug abuse contain basic
couceprual flaws which have ultimately
undermined their effectiveness. In our
q u e t to meet a genuine and critical
challenge, we have attempted to make
policemen out of physicians, psychiatrists
out of the confts, censors out of the

rive and procedural safeguards are put in
to be an
place - or remain in place
effective deterrent against the overzealous
prosecutor.
To assist in abolishmg the process
that results m the systematic ehminat~on
of human lives by the government the Death Penalty. This disparate, both
geographically and racially, remedy ro
the ultimate violence in our society has
been an ultimate disgrace and embarrassment to the Lone Star State. Let us
strive to ensute that competent counsel
is alwavs provded to those charged w ~ t h
capital offenses to lessen the blows struck
at defendants over sleeping and sloven
defense counsel.
To promote increased diversity in
our profession. Our courthouse should
reflect the diversity of the general population. In order for the public, especially
the minority members, to have faith in
our system, there must be diversity on
our bench, on the jury, in the prosecutor's offce and in the defense bar. Diversity serves to enrlch experiences, and
.provide guidance in understanding different cultures Our profess~onalservices
and responsiveness will be heightened
and will inspire confidence in our justice
system - the best in the world.
To thank each of you for allowing
this counuy lad from Pelham, Texas to
serve as your president this year and for
providrng me the opportunity and aup
port to carry your message in these exiting and challenging times.

Michael P. Heiskell

,.

media, and propagandists out of our
educational and law enforcement instimtions. For many young people, their first
encounter with judicial or medical idstitutions is coiiaected with dmg abuse. It
our responsibility to ensure that these
encounters entail the highest possible
level of fairness, responsiveness, and pro.
fessional service and to shift the focus
of this problem to the medical field where it belongs.
To assist in curbing the increasing
power of prosecutors. As noted in this
space last issue, the exercise of the
prosecutor's immense power can fundamenrally and irrevocably affect how our
basic constitutional freedoms are enjoyed,
Everyone - the press, the politicians,
the courts and, of couise, the general
There you have it. What are your resopublic - seems to cower when the prosecutor speaks
and they are speaking lutions! How do you view the future
more frequently in an obvious attempt of criminal lurisprudence in this next
to sway the public opinlon to convict century?
every person charged. We have to be diliLet me hear from you!
h
gent in making sure that proper substan-

-

Requesting a Moritorium
on Capital Punishment
in Texas
WHEREAS, there are legitimate and substantial reasons for
concern that the death penalty is imposed in an arbitrary and
discriminating manner in Texas; and "

WHEREAS, there are serious concerns about inflicting
ultimate punishment on people with mental impairment and
people under the age of 18; and

WHEREAS, habeas corpus and other avenues of review have
been substantially curtailed by state and federal legislation
which restricts appellate review of death penalty cases; and

WHEREAS, the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
has consistently supported measures which guarantee a fair and
impartial system of criminal justice.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED,
THAT THE TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS
ASSOCIATION hereby calls for the cessation of executions in
Texas until such time as the fair and impartial administration of
the death penalty can be ensured.

Editor's

on the Internet
John Carroll, Editor-in-Chief

I

f your computer made it through
January 1, you may want to d o
some legal research. Thanks t o the
internet you now have free acces; to an
astonishing amount of legal information.
Here is a review of some helpful internet
web sites that you may want to turn to:
www.TCDLA.com Despite the fact
that this is an obvious plug for the Ass@
ciation, we have a very good, user-friendly
web site. On it you will find TCDLA
news, CLE schedules and a useful links
page. A links page is basically a list of
other web sites usually related to the
site you are viewing. All you have to
do is click on the link to access the
site. The site also has a members only
section with a brief bank and selected
feature articles o n various legal topics.
In the works is a message board where
you can communicate with other criminal lawyers on topics important to your
practice. You can ask questions about
issues you are facing and have access to
the entire membership of TCDLA. This
will be a valuable, and unique resource
if we have sttong member interest and
participation.
www.criminaljustice.org: The National
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers'
website contains regular updates on criminal law issues from around the nation.
Its best feature is its legal research links
page. Links to most of the important
legal research sites are provided plus
links to sites with information. useful in
nial preparation and cross examination
of expert wimesses. There is a members
only area brief bank providing briefs on
a wide range of criminal law issues for
NACDL members. There is also a list of
FOlA obtained documents and publications for sale including the DEA Agents
handbook, the FBI handbook of Foren8 VOICE
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sic Science and many other interesting
publications.
www.find1aw.com This site has the
niost comprehensive legal research links
page I have seen o n the internet. It
includes legal research links to all fifty
states and the federal government. The
site features, among many other resources,
the United States Constitution with case
annotations. In addition, findlaw has a
section o n the Waco case which includes
regular legal commeiltary plus a collection of news articles o n the raid, siege,
and aftermath, the continuing conttoversy,
the civil case and the Special Counsel's
investigation.
www.willamette.edu/law: The website
of the Willamette University College of
Law provides excellent coverage of the
United States Supreme Court. Most internet links for Supreme Court information are to the excellent Cornell University Legal Information Institute site,
www.supct.law.cornell.edu, but the Willamette site offers complete Supreme Court
coverage plus a great service: Supreme
Court news and texts of opinions sent
to your office by e-mail. You used to
have to spend hundreds of dollars a year
to subscribe to this kind of information
and now it is yours just for the asking.
www.ca5.uscourts.gov: This is the official website of the United States Court
of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. All Fifth
Circuit opinions are posted on its site as
they are released. Plus, the site contains
an archive of published opinions dating
hack to 1991. The local rules for the
Fifth Circuit, which are changed by the
Court without fanfare, are contained on
the site; a very important resource when
you are preparing a brief. You can be
placed on a mailing list to receive the
Court's opinions by e-mail. Beware of

information overload, the Court writes a
lot of opinions.
mnv.cca.courts.state.tx.us: The official
website of the Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals. The Court posts all its opinions on Word Perfect o n the site on the
day of their release. The opinions can
be downloaded at n o charge from the
Court's website. Orders, including action
on petitions for discretionary review are
also posted on the site.
wmv.crimelynx.com: This site, which
can be accessed through the NACDL
site, is a tenific resource for .invest@,
tion, forensic and expert witness information. This site includes links to h e l p
ful websites and contains many useful
articles such as, "DNA: An Introduction for Non-Scientists," "A Beginner's
Primer on the Investigation of Forensic
Evidence" and many, many more. This
site is great resource in ttial preparation
and helps you level the playing field in
cases where you don't have the financial
resources to hire a team of experts to
assist you in trial preparation. When you
do have the resources, it can help you
find the experts you need.
xnvw.bakers-1egal.pages.com: This site
focuses on Texas criminal law. It includes
recent case law annotations of the Penal.
Code, Code of Criminal Procedure, Rnles
of Evidence and drug laws from the
Health & Safety Code.
www.access.gpo.gov./nara/cfr/cfr-

tablesearch.html: This official government site contains the Code of Federal
Regulations.
wlvw.capitol.state.cu.us: Texas Legislature Online is the official website for the
Texas legislature. You can use this site to
find newly filed bills, ttack the progress
of pending legislation and keep up with
committee schedules. and action.

I
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wwrv.sm.state.&.uh/tac: The Texas Secwehsite contains the text
of the Texas Administrative Code.
wwwusdoj.gov: The official website
of the United States Department of
Justice. This site contains regular news
uodates and a meat deal of information
on the operations of the Justice Department. Among the many publications and
reports available is a "Report on Federa1 Guidelines for Searching and Seizing
Con~uuters."The site also features briefs
and pleadings filed by the Government
in high profile cases.
www.0ag.state.tx.w: The Texas Attorney General's wehsite includes a searchable database of Tevas Attorney General
Opinions and a very good legal research
links page.
www.dcdla.org: Thii is the website
of the Dallas Criminal Defense Lawyers'
Association. Although the local bar news
retnrv, nf
-- State's

-

may not interest you, the links page is
thoroueh and worth a look.
This review of legal research websites
doesn't begin to scratch the surface of
the available resources on the internet.
If you come across a particularly good
legal resource website, e-mail the TCDLA

-

home office so we can consider
it should be added to our
page.

&

John GmU,
a San Antonto cnmmal defense
lawyer, is dre Voice Edrtm;jn.Chief.

Duesflax Notice Plmss note ths follouing:
$36 01 your annual dues(S19 if a student Member)
15 for o one-year subscription to the Voice lor the Dehnse,
and $39 of regular dues is for TCDM legislative programs.

Dues to TCDM are not dedudible as a charitable contribulion
but may be deducted as on ordinary and necessary business
expense.. Becauso of TCDUl's Iegislotiw program, $39 of
sustaining and regular me.mbe.rshlpdues is not deductible as o
business wpense.
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Director's
Perspective

On another note, we now hay an
e-mail list to comaec each other. The S&
nificant Decisions &port is perforated so
Fthat you can pull it out and pllect them
"caught
at church in a position made all in one location, We haw gotten a
famous by Monica Lewimky? Although good response to our membership survey.
hnth the boy and girl technicaIly violated Weere stiU waking on some of you atrag.
the law, the girl's dad is a police off. glers. We will report the findings in our
cer and the hoy is now a regisrered sex next issue of the VOICE. &
offender. Or the 17.veardd hov caught
necking on the eouch with a 14yeat.old
D'Ann Johnson
girl he thought was older! His mother
a t spring, the Legislature exten- put him on suicide watch for weeks after
s i d y expanded sexual offender reg- a probation officer informed him that
istration provisions way beyond the he gets to wear a bracelet and have his
pedophiles the law orisinallv intended m picture posted on the internet.
track. Now rhe law &ndatcs regimation - Bill ~ a b m
notes that the law is Charles T~ssmergarnered the cover staty
not only of those who molest children, hattibly and outmgwnsly applied. Keith of the Dece~nbar23, 1999 iswe of The
but chddldren theinseEves, The registrat~on Hampton, our legislative chair, a g w . Dallas Observerdubbed the "don of Dallas
is required even though juvenile crimes *For the first time ever, we are sayhg Criminal Lawyers", thestoryexplaintdhow
we will never forgive these people, no Charlie reshaped justice through fifty years
would not otherwise be made public
Often these children are themselves matter how much they change, no matter of hard fought cases. He is a Charter memvictims of abuse and sexual assault. Other how much t h e are rehsbilitated. And bers of TCDLA, past president of NACDL
children, like two discused in a caII I that is horrible", Kcith said recently in a and a member of TCDL& Hall of Fame.
h a i l djohnson@tcdla.wm if you would
received from an angry legislator, are kids newspaper interview.
caught aoing what lots of kids have done
Ctltics are coinplaining the law is too like a copy of the atticle.
before - necking on a sofa. Necking harsh, its effect is m scare offenders
with an underage teenager now subjects from tteatment, intimidate therapists, and Ths Austin Criminal Defense Lawyers
youngsters to criminal charges and public punish people for demdes-okl offenses or Associaion unanimously endorsed the
approbation.
something as simple as public urination. TCDLA resolution regding racial profilAnd parents l i i me warn their sons ing on Decembar 15,1999.
From shoe siw to civil commitment
(iailing someone not in punisbme~tfor who are juniors in high stllwl not to
something they have d m e but for some- date freshmen girls. Because now, instead The Panhandle Critnihd Defense Impyens Association passed a resolution that
thing tbey might do), the laws discour- of being grounded, he can go to jail.
age rehabilitation and encourage vigilan,
The Legislamre might be persuaded to encourages itsmembersno~toseekappointtism. The mentally retarded Inan attacked make some changes to these Iasvs. But ments to represent citizens sentenced to
because he moved into a hohle n~is& they wilt need some stories that show death for the reason that it Is morally
edy listed as the addtea of a tegistered the unjust consequences of the registra- unacceptable for lawyers "to participate in
ses offender received widespread atten- tion provisions. If you repzesent clients, such ameaningIw force where theirefforrs
tion.
especially juveniles, that are impacted simply result in the removal of a procedural
But what about the 14yeawld boy by t h e laws, please contsct Keith hurdle to execution without regard to the
who with his 12-year.old girlfriend gnt at .hamplaw.swbell.net or (512)4768484, jwmm of the canviction or sentence". b

no place to heal

L
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Death Penalty Moratorium Update
Poll Shows Texans
The ABA Individual Rights and ResponLess Tolerant of Crime
A Sam Houston State University poll sibilities Section has issued a report
measured factors such as the perceptions on "Refocusing the Death Penalty Discus
about the purpose of the criminal jus- sion in America. Impact of the Ameritice system, fear of crime, and sentenc- can Bar Association Call for a Moraing practices. More Texans support capi- torium on Executions", which indicates
tal punishment for rape, treason, and that knowledge and support for the morarmed robbery than a similar poll in atorium continues to grow throughout
1979. Eighty three percent of the respon- the country. The organization, "Moratodents said that punishment is a primary rium Now", lists almost 1,000 governgoal of the adult system. In 1979, 84 ment, civic, or community-based groups
percent reported that rehabilitation was that have endorsed the moratorium inia primary purpose of prisons. This year tiative. TCDLA has reprinted a proposed
that number dropped to 72 percent. In Moratorium for consideration of the assothe juvenile system, the news was a little ciation in this issue of the VOICE. The
better. Ninetyavo percent said that reha- report will be available on the Section
bilitation should be "very important" in website: wvw.abanet.org/irr.
the juvenile system.
Defense Lawyers Can Serve as
Part-time Municipal Court Judge
Litigation Strategies for Racial Profiling
T h e NAACP and Cornell Law School A Municipal Court Judge can practice
have a new biannual newsletter exploring law if the judge is an attorney. The
litigation strategies to lessen the impact judge would not be allowed to practice
of racism in the criminal justice system. in the Court in which the judge serves,
T o be put o n the mailing list, contact the nor to defend in any court any case
Criminal Justice Project of the NAACP, related to a matter heard as a judge.
99 Hudson Street, 1 6 Floor,
~ ~ New York, Ethics Opinion 242 (June 4, 1999)
NY 10013 or call (212)-965.2200.

v

-~~
~

Fees o n Cash Bail Bonds
Section 117.055 of the Local Government Code authorizes a county or district clerk tp withhold an administrative
fee frqm the return of funds deposited
with the clerk as a cash bail bond
pursuant to article 17.02 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure. Attorney General
Op. No. JC0163.
Prison Reform Group
Supports Phone Access for Prisoners
I n a statewide speaking tour, 'Texas
CURE called for the state of 'Texas
to permit regular phone access between
prisoners and their families. Texas is
the only state to prohibit such contact.
Phone calls would be ' i n 'important link
in helping to maintain family ties when
a loved one is incarcefated many miles
away. Texas CURE also supports rcasonable fees and systen~sthat permit more
than collect phone calls, which are very
burdensome o n the 'family. For more
information contact (512) 301-5786.

v

TCDLA Mmori~lizcs

I

Please cons~dera memorial gitr to TCDLEI inthe name of these or other TCDCA members. Since TCDLEI 1s a 501( d ( 3 )
organization, yodr gift is taxdeductible. Send your donation to the TCDLA office, 600 W. 13th Street, Aust~n,TX 78701.
JANJFEB. 2WO
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n some government office building in
Washington, D.C., there has to exist a
tribe of government accountants who
do nothing but compile statistics for the
Department of Justice and various federal
law enforcement agencies. It is these statistics which are presented to Congress
during each budget season to justify the
existence of various criminal justice pra
grams.
I became aware of the tribe's existence
several years ago when agents of the
Department of Agriculture got into the
drug enforcement business in East Texas.
These agents descended upon Alto, Texas
(pop. appmx. 1,100), which is located
in rural Cherokee County. It is unlikely
that any prominent drug dealer has ever
driven through or flown over this community; howver, this only made it more
of a challenge for these agents who concocted one of the most unlque sting
operations in the memory of mortal
man: They traded food stamps to some
of the locals in exchange for small quan.
tities of crack cocaine. Because of the
size of the community, virtually every
transaaion occurred near one of the
public schools.
Approximately 70 residents of Alm
were eventually attested. Federal and state
prosecutors divided up the cases with
about half of them being tried in the
federal district court in Tyler and the
other half in the state disrrict court in
Rusk.
What was surprising about. this case
is that it was worked by Department
of Agriculture agents. In a March 5,
1997, speech before the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry, Richard Rdminger, Deputy Secretary of Agriculture, defined the mission

12 VOICE
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reported on December 7, 1999:

F.R. (Buck) Files, Jr,
of the Department of Agriculture: "To
ensure the well being of Americans, with
special emphasis on individuals engaged
in commercial agriculture and forestry;
families needing nutritional services; con.
sumers dependent on a safe, affordable
food supply; and residents of rural areas."
[Note: There is nothing about drug
enforcement in his mission statement.]
What was not surprising was that this
sting operation occurred just in time
for the tribe to compile its statistics
before Congress considered the Department of Agriculture's budget requests for
the coming year. I don't know whether
they received additional funding for their
participation in the war on drugs, but
you have to give them credit for trying.
Now another program is on the hori.
zon for the nibe. In recent weeks,
we have learned of Texas Exile, a program dreamed up by Attorney General
John Cornyn. As % Dallas Momrng News

Local, state and federal prosecutors
will work together to throw the
book at anyone conv~cted of coin.
mittiog a crime with a gun under
an initiative announced Monday
by Texas Attorney General John
Cornyn.
The initiative will use a $1.6 mil.
lion state grant to fund a publicawareness program and additional
prosecutors who will pile on the
charges against felons in gun.related
cnmes. It is called Texas Exile officials said, because the putpose is
to exile crooks from their families.
'It's time to quit t a k n g about
crime and time to do something
about it,' Mr. Cornyn said.
Under t h ~ sprogram, two prosecutors
from the AG's office will be assigned
to each of the four United States attorneys in Texas. At first blush, this would
seem to be a great program for Texans.
V~olentcriminals will be prosecuted and
gotten off the streets. We will be a
safer state. Hooray for Attorney General
Cornyn!
Then the reality of the program came
home. I talked to some state prosecutors
and federal law enforcement officers who
all told me the same thing: The plan
is to get state game wardens involved.
The feds and, I suppose, Mr. Cornyn want to prosecute hunters who have any
prior felony conviction. The potential for
statistics almost boggles the mind.
Think of all the folks whom we've r e p
resented in the federal and state courts
for nonviolent felonies; e.g.,
The bank and savings and loan

-

officers, directors, and customers who
were prosecuted in the late '80's and
early '90's for false entry, false financial statement or bankruptcy fraud
offenses.
The unsuccessful conartists who
were prosecuted for mail or wire
fraud.
The counterfeiters and forgers.
The felony DWI defendants.
The individuals (including doctor*,
dentists and nurses) who have been
orosecuted for obtainiw- vrescrivtion
.
medication by fraud.
Some of ,the federal prosecutors are

.
.

considering yet another barrel in which
to shoot fish: As of December 1, 1999,
2,751 Texans had do& the paperwork
necessary to get a licetlse to carry a
concealed handgun. T h q had taken the
required classes and had qualified with
their pistol,of dtoice, They were, howwer,
denied a lkense for one of a number of
reamns some because they had prior
felony convictions. The paperwork IS all
there in Austin. The suggestion is that
these individuals should be prosecuted
for possessinp: weapons while they were
taking their classes.
It's safe to say that Texas Exile will

-

-

achieve some of its goals. Some violent
offenders will be pmsecuted and incatcerated. Unfortunately, some rehabilitated
nowiolent offenders will also kiss the
federal tar baby.
When the tribe in Washington gets
through with their statistics, the average
citizen will not be able to tell which
of the individuals convicted were violent
criminals and which were not. But Mr.
Comyn won't care. He will simply conrinue to issue his press releases as he
climbs yet another rung on his political
ladder to higher public office
6b
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RESOLUTION SUPPORTING
TEE COLLECTION OF DATA ON TRAFFIC STOPS
WHEREAS, a growing body of evidence demonstrates that law enforcement officials
disproportionately target racial and ethnic minorities when conducting t r S k stops and
associated searches, and
WHEREAS, the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association promotes the protection
of individual rights and equality in the administration of the criminaljustice system, and
WHEREAS, few law enforcement agencies systematically collect or report statistical data
indicating the race or ethnicity of persons who are subjected to traffic stops and searches
associated with traffic stops, and
WHEREAS, without reliable and-completestatistical data, the extent and impact of racial
profiling cannot accurately be determined, and
WHEREAS, other state and local law enforcement agencies and the federal law enforcement agencies have initiated processes to collect data regarding race and ethnicity of
persons stopped for alleged trafi violations and whether the person was searched.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association supports the passage of federal, state and local legislation requiring the systematic
collection of data by all law enforcement agencies reporting to the United States Department of Justice and the Texas Attorney General the following information identifying:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

9)

the race and ethnicity of each person stopped by law enforcement officials
the alleged traffic violation that led to the stop
whether the official requested to search the vehiclc
whether the vehicle, driver and passengers were searched
the legal basis for the search
whether contraband was discovered and, if so, the nature and amount of
any contraband, and
whether an arrest was made or citation or warning issued as a result of
the stop or search.

IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED That the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
calls upon Governor George W. Bush to require state law enforcement officials to immediately begin a process to collect and report complete data relating to all traffic stops
initiated by state law enforcement officials.

Adooted bv the Board of Directors
of Texas ~ i i r n i n d
Dec

Forensic Services
~ ~ ~drtermlnations\eaclusitt
f i k
in the amas
ofmxual affcnses, alcohol & drug addictionl
dependance and assault risk

cdtiquw of wilners\victim\accused video\
audio lapar, prychologicalrepartr,school
records 8r treatment recards

~ s i s t a n c cwith cr-

examinations of apparing prychologicsl s x p r t wimwr

Lin-Marie Garsee & Associates
A Private Investigations Firm

JUDGE: You are
charged with
habitual
drunkeness.
Have you
anything to say in
your defense?

We specialize in:

.

-Trial Consulting
Pre-trial Investigations
Animations1
Demonsrative Evidence
Sex Assault Crimes
Defense & Capital Cases
W r i t and appellate work
Voir Dire-assistance and
recommendations
Experts in Psychology,
Engineering, Medical,
Crime Scene and
others available.

.

competency nnd mental status evaluations

Analytical rorcarch of profeulonal lilerstvre
topics and methods

we do both

provirionof treatment service3 prior to trial
or plea

We seecpt court appointments.
References an request.
c a l l us iryou think wemight
h e able to help

...

US and Internatiortal Work

DEFENDANT:
Habitual thirstiness?

NAVARRE &ASSOCIATES

Phone: 409-832-0588

313 E. ~ u n d b e r gLane. Suite 105,
Austin. Texas 78753
(512) 836-4667

www.txpi.com

or our website:

Licenre#A8WS

TCDLA RISK PURCHASING GROUP
LAWYERS PROFESSIONAL
LIABILITY INSURANCE
Your Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association has formed Risk Purchasing Group
to give members access to an Outstanding, Lawyers Professional Liability Policy.
In an effort to Stabilize Rates and Broaden Coverages TCDLA has Combined Effoas with AAI and National
Casualty Insurance Company to Provide Members the Following Outstanding Coverages at Highly Competitive
Rates.

-

National Casualty Insurance Co. AM Best Rates A+ 15
Annual Aggregate Deductible - $2,500 to $25,000 Your Choice
Covers Legal, Notary, Arbitration, Mediation and Tltle Services
Claim Repair Feature - Policy Deductible May Be Waived in Certain Situations
Disciplinary Proceedings - Up to S10,000 may be Paid Annually with No Deductible
Defendants Reimbursement ($500 per day $5,000 maximum)
Coverage for Punitive, Exemplary and Multiple Damages
Protection while Participating as a Member, Director or Officer of a Professional Bar Assn.
Unlimited Extended Reporting Period
Insured's Consent to 'settle Claims
Vicarious Liability Protection
JOIN TODAY
Call Your AAI Agent
Ronnie Morris
1-800-460-3226

TCDLA and CDLP
2000 Schedule of Events
February 24-25.2000
TCDLA (Criminal Defense Lawyers Only)
Dim Trin/Notebook
Galveston, TX
Course Director: Chris Hoover
Hotel: Hotel Galvez

June 1-3.2000
TCDLA (Open to everyone)
13thAnnual Rusty Duncan seminar
San Antonio, TX
Hotel: Marriott Riverwalk
(Board Meeting)

February 17-20.2000
TCDLA
Presidentj Tnp
Banff. Canada

March 23-24.2000
TCDLA (Criminal Defense Lawyers Only)
Spsaatg Conm - CapilalMurder Trah
Houston, TX
Course Directors: Lydia Clay-Jackson& Randy Wilson'
Hotel: Westin ~ a l l e h aoaks
(Board Meeting)
*.. .-

..

-

March 26 31.2000
CDLP
Criminal TtiatAduocacy Institute
Huntsville, T X
Hotel: BET0 Criminal Justice Center

@=:

'

. .: ,

June 26-Julv W. 2000
Intensiue Instruction in the Spnnish Language
inct~/&ng
-1
Terns
ah Ikguel, Mkxico
(open to Attorneys, Legal Assistants,
Investigators. Children)
~stirnated~ b s t :Child $175; Adult: $400
-July 20-21.2000
CDLP (Open to everyone)
Skills Course
South Padre Island

~

-

Hotel: Radisson

;

. .~.
Aaril27-28.2000
TCDLA (Criminal Defense Lawvers Or'lY)
Ad~ncedCo~rectiansCourre
Dallas, TX
Hotel: Crowne Plaza Hotel'
. 8s..
. ?~,.
TI

.

S e ~ t e m b e7-8.2000
r
TCDLA (Criminal Defense Lawyers Only)
FerleralLw Short Cotlrre
New Orleans, Louisiana
(Board Meeting)
CDLP Caurser m e funded by a grant from
the Court of Criminal Appeak of TW

M a y 18-19.2000
CDLP (Open to everyone)
Skrk Coune 2000
El Paso, TX
Hotel: Camino Real
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Randy at 5 12/47 8.2514
or eernail: randym@tcdla.com
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CAUSE NO.

5

IN THE COUNTY CRIMINAL

§

COURT AT LAW NO. --__-

5

OF HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS

~8

the p p o n e n t ef navel wkntifk evidenm, it must wove

addedk

To do this rhe trial court

The
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to t
b tbRRiaf matt, lm &ar and convine
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e
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for admissibility for inmilyrer evidence, alheit s h e & test aadig or a defocient

a m g k redin* is the same. A-idinglg!

befode a refusal k d upon a "d&idmt sample" tnrmri&r

snd, that the technique wm pmpetIr applted - end that these i t e m are pfsved by Jear md

l?luxEl
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, the Defmdant respectfully prays that the Court
preclude the State from introducing any evidence of breath test refusal absent clear and convincing

evidence that meets the K&

and Harnnan requirements.
Respectfully submitted,
J. GARV TRICHTER & ASSOCL4TES
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By:

1. GARY TRICHTER
SBN 20216500
The Kirby Mansion
2000 Smith Street
Houston, Texas 77002
Tel: (713) 524-1010
Fax: (713) 524-1080
Attorney for Defendant,
JOSE CUERVO
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing motion has

1. GARY TRICHTER
CAUSE NO.
STATE OF TEXAS

5

IN THE COUNTY CRIMINAL

VS.

5

COURT AT LAW NO.

JOSE CUERVO

5

OF HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS

--

ORDER

On this day came on to be heard the Defendant's Motion in Limine to preclude the
State From Producing Evidence of a Breath Test Refusal Due to a Deficient Sample Absent Expert
Testimony, and the Court having considered the same, it is hereby in all things:
GRANTED

DENIED.

SIGNED and ENTERED this

of

JUDGE PRESIDING

T

he Texas Code of Criminal Procedure defines "bail" as "the security
given by the accused that he will
appear and answer before the proper
court the accusation brought against him,
and includes a bail bond or a personal
bond."' Although this definition implies
that the purpose of hail is to condition
pretrial release, it does not adequately
addtess the importance of bail in the
Anglo-American criminal justice system.
As the title implies, this paper will
address the role of bail and its importance in the Anglo-American criminal justice system.

A. Background
T h e United States Constitution provides that "excessive bail shall not be
required."'
This provision was part of
the English Declaration of Rights of
1869 and was adopted by the framers of
the Eighth Amendment to the United
States Constitution.'
From the passage
of the Judiciary Act of 1789, 1 Stat. 73,
91, to present, "federal law has unequivocally provided that a person arrested for
a non-capital offense shall be admitted to
bail."' Although rhe Eighth Amendment
does not directly apply to the states,
it has been assumed to apply through
the due process clause of the fourteenth
amendment.'
Since becoming a state of the United
States in 1845, the Texas Constitution
has provided for the right to bail independent of the United States Consti
tutiom6 Today, the Texas provisions
are more protective of individual liberty
pending trial than under the Eighth
Amendment.' Section 11 of article I provides that all prisoners, except for those
22 VOICE
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charged for capital offenses, shall be entitled to bail? Moreover, even if charged
with a capital offense, the court may consider the proof to determine whether such
a prisoner is nonetheless entitled to baiL9
Section 13 of article I then states that
"[elxcessive bail1 shall not he req~ired."'~
Section l l a of article I specifically identifies prisoners other than those charged
with a capital offense that may be denied
bail."

Some court or magistrate t o answer
for a criminal accusati~n."'~ ~ 1 t h o - g ~
the surety is generally a bail bonds*
as
man, it need not he so as long
the surety satisfies the statutory requirements.19 An accused may also s a t i s f y
the bond requirement by making a 'ash
deposit with the court in a n amo*"c
equal to the bond amount.zO
On
A "personal bond" is a b o n d
which the accused personally obligace5
hunself."
In such a case, the accused
B. Purpose of Bail
does not provide any security i n the
The primary purpose or object of bail sense of a surety or cash deposit, but
is to provide adequate assurance to the instead promises to pay the b o n d and
A ~ ~ L c ' ~
State that the accused will be present costs on failure to appear.22
for trial and submit to sentence if found 17.04 provides other requisites of a perguilty.'2 In addition to ensuring the sonal bond, such as, for example. the
presence of the defendant at trial, bail name and address of the n e a r e s t
bas also been identified as protecting the tive."
integrity of the judicial system in other
Finally, an accused may h e releasd
ways, for example, by conditioning bail without bond in very limited cirCU-upon a defendant's refraining from tam- stances. These are set out i n ~ c c ~ ~
irra*
pering with witnesses."
15.17(b) of the Texas Code of Grim
Bail also protects important rights of Procedure: (1) the accused is charse d
the accused. Bail serves as a comple- with a misdemeanor punishable by firre
ment to the Anglo-American presumption only; (2) the accused has not pevioohr
of innocence by preventing infliction of been convicted of a felony o r a -Hepunishment before conviction and ensur- meanor requiring incarceration; and
c.4irSing the unhanlpered preparation of a the accused has been identified
defense.14 Indeed, the Supreme Court certaintv.""
These findings muSC
noted that "Lulnless this right to bail made by a ~nagistrate.~'
before trial is preserved, the presumption
of innocence, secured only after centuries D. Prisoners Entitled to Bail
of struggle, would lose its meaning.""
With certain exceptions, all priso--zSler
are entitled to bail under Texas lawC . Types of Bail
tion 11 of Article 1 of the Texas c
.
0
-em='
Bail may he secured by either a bail tution specifically provides t h a t all
bondI6 or a personal bond!'A "bail bond" oners except those charged w i t h caw-_
secZI
is "a written undertaking entered into by offenses are entitled to bail."
the defendant and his sureties for the l l a of Article I provides chat c
e
appearance of the principal therein before of prisoners other than those undeF

c3'
v

*-

Bv:

I

A
-

J. GARY TRICHTER
SBN 20216500
The Kirby Mansion
2000 Smith Street
Houston, Texas 77002
Tel: (713) 524-1010
Faxr (713) 524-1080

Attorney for Defendant,
JOSE CUERVO
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing motion has

delivered to the Assistant District Attorney presently assigned to this

--

case

on this

day

----

J. GARY TRICHTER
CAUSE NO.
STATE OF TEXAS

5

IN THE COUNTY CRIMINAL

vs.

§

COURT AT LAW NO. ---_

JOSE CUERVO

§

OF HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS
DRDER

On this day came on ro be heard the Defendant's Motion in Limine to Preclude the
State From Produdng Evidence of a Breath Test Refusal Due to a Deficient Sample Absent Expert
Testimony, and the Court having considered the same, it is hereby in all things:
GRANTED

DENIED.

SIGNED and ENTERED this

of

JUDGE PRESIDING
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JoinTCDLA on aTwo-Week Excursion t o

San Miguel, Mexico
For Intensive Instruction in the Spanish Language
at the Academia Hispano Americana!
(Class includes legal terminology.)

June 26-July 7th,2000

a

Course:
Adults - $300 + $1 00 registration fee
Children - $175 (est.)

..&,
.--i
.-.-~ -

Accommodations:
Private Home (includes meals) $22 per day
Hotel (est. $50 per day)

This program is open to all attorneys, legal staff, and families!
Reservations and Deposits will be due toTCDLA by March 3,2000.

Please call Randy a t 5 121478-25 14 for more information.
randym@tcdla.com

1

Hotel information!
k ? S e ~ a t i ~atnthe
~
Marriott Ryeiwalk
must be made by
May 12" to receive
the reduced rate of
$1 39 (singleldwble).
After May IZL
reservationswill be
taken on a space
available basis.
Call 2101223.1000
and ask for the
'TCDMAnnual
Meeting"rate.
For more information
please contact
Randy McClammy
5 121478-25 14
O r visit our website:
www.tcdla.com
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lnvest a Week in Preparing for the next 30 Years?

The Criminal Trial Advocacy Institute
Huntsville
March 26-31, 2000

Can You Really Afford NOT to Attend?
The Mission
This course is n o r e than a skill course.
It is state of mind course.
T h e spirit and camaraderie of criminal defense is emphasized.
What your colleagues have to say:
"This was extremely helpful. T h e course should be mandatory
before you defend a citizen i n the government's courts."

"Best and most useful course I've ever attended.
Well worth the week out of the office."

"Extremely valuable "hands on" practice with helpful feedback."
This course is an inrensive program of practice exercises, enhanced by faculty demonstrations
and personal supervision by experienced trial attorneys. There is nothing quite like it offered
by any other organization in Texas. In fact, it is a model for programs throughout the country.
Enrollment is limited to 50 students, who are selected to participate through an application and registration process.
Students receive materials before the seminar and actually prepare to handle their case
from jury selection to final argument.
Each exercise is recorded on videotape that is critiqued and given to rhe student for his or her review.

Space is limited - Call (512) 478-25 14 for an application today.

y

'

C T A I is funded by a grant from the Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas
A

Each line of our classilleo ads is approximately38 characters; acharacter lnciudas anv letter, number.
mark or space. i h e cod lor VOICE
ciassifieds is $40 for the tlrst 6 lines.
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the month to run in that issue.
Complete this form and fax or mail yo1ir
lit
classified ad copy with payment (cre~
card payment preferred with faorders,).
Any questions? Call TCDLAat
5 1 2 - ~ 7 8 . ~ 5 1 4 a n d a ~ f o r ~ o s e ~lae n z u e
or e-mail rose@tcdla.cOm.
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The Role
of

Bail
By Jerry Watson

T

he Texas Code of Crin~inal Procedure defines "bail" as "the security
given by the accused that he will
appear and answer before the proper
court the accusation brought against him,
and includes a bail bond or a personal
bond."' Although this definition implies
that the purpose of bail is to condition
pretrial release, it does not adequately
address the importance of bail in the
AnglrrAmerican crinlinal justice system.
As the title implies, this paper will
address the role of bail and its importance in the Anglo-American criminal jus
tice system.

charged for capital offenses, shall be enti.
tled ro bail.' Moreover, even if charged
with a capital offense, the court may con.
sider the proof to determine whether such
a prisoner is nonetheless entitled to hail?
Section 13 of article I then states that
"Lelxcessive baill shall not be req~ired."'~
Section l l a of article I specifically identi.
fies prisoners other than those charged
with a capital offense that may be denied
bail."

B. Purpose of Bail

The primary purpose or object of bail
is to provide adequate assurance to the
State that the accused will be present
for trial and snbmit to sentence if found
A. Background
In addition to ensuring the
The United States Constitution pro- guilty.'t
vides that 'excessive bail shall not be presence of the defendant at trial, bail
required."' This provision was part of has also been identified as protecting the
the English Declaration of Rights of integrity of the judicial system in other
1869 and was adopted by the framers of ways, for example, by conditioning bail
the Eighth Amendment to the United upon a defendant's refraining from tamStates Constitution.) From the passage pering with witnesses."
of the Judiciary Act of 1789, 1 Stat. 73,
Bail also protects important rights of
91, tn present, "federal law has unequivrr the accused. Bail serves as a complecally provided that a person arrested for ment to the Anglo-American presumption
a no~l-capitaloffense rhdl be admitted t o of innocence by preventing infliction of
bail."g Although the Eighth Amendment punishnlent before conviction and ensurdoes not directly apply to the states, ing the unhampered preparation of a
it has been assumed to apply through defense.I4 Indeed, the Supreme Court
the due process clause of the fourteenth noted that "Iulnless this right to bail
amendment?
before trial is preserved, the presumption
Since becoming a state of the United of innocence, secured only after centuries
States in 1845, the Texas Constitution of struggle, would lose its meaning.""
has provided for the right to bail independent of the United States Consti- C . Tvpes of Bail
Bail may be secured by either a bail
t u t i ~ n . ~ Today, the Texas provisions
are more protective of individual liberty bondI6 or a personal bond." A "bail bond"
pending trial than under the Eighth is "a written undertaking entered into by
Amendment.' Section 11 of article I pro- the defendant and his sureties for the
vides that all prisoners, except for those appearance of the principal therein before
22
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some court or magistrate to answer
for a criminal accu~atinn."'~Although
the surety is generally a bail bondsman, it need not be so as long as
the surety satisfies the statutory requirem e n t ~ . ' ~An accused may also satisfy
the bond requirement by making a cash
deposit with the court in an amount
equal to the bond amount?0
A "personal bond" is a bond on
which the accused personally obligates
hin~self.~' In such a case, the accused
does not provide any security in the
sense of a surety or cash deposit, but
instead promises to pay the bond and
costs o n failure to appear."
Article
17.04 provides other requisites of a personal bond, such as, for example, the
name and address of the nearest rela.
tive?'
Finally, an accused may be released
without bond in very limited circum.
stances. These are set out in Article
15.17(b) of the Texas Code of Criminal
Procedure: (1) the accused is charged
with a misdemeanor punishable by fine
only; (2) the accused has not previously
been convicted of a felony or a misdemeanor requiring incarceration; and (3)
the accused has been identified "with
certainty.""
These findings must be
made by a magistrate."

D. Prisoners Entitled to Bail
With certain exceptions, all prisoners
are entitled to bail under Texas law. Section 11 of Article I of the Texas Consti.
rution specifically provides that all pris
oners except those charged with capital
offenses are entitled to baiLZ6 Section
Ila of Article 1 provides that classes
of prisoners other than those under an

indictment for a capital offense may be
denied baiL2' Such prisoners include the
following any person convicted of two
felonies where the second conviction is
subequent to the first, both in relation
to the commission of the first offense
and the conviction For the first offense;
a. any person who commits a
felony while on bail for a prior
felony for which the person has
been indicted;
b. any person accused of a felony
involving the use of a deadly
weapon after having been previously convicted of a felony; and
c. any person accused of commit.
ting a violent or sexual offense
whde under the supervision of a
criminal justice agency for a prior
In addition, an insane person con.
fined to a state insdtution is not entitled
to bail until the determination of insanity is set asideJ9
With regard to the denial of bail for
prisoners other than those charged with
a capital offense, the State must present
evidence substantially showing that the
prisoner falls withim one of the specific
classes identified.% Also, the court must
enter the order denying bail within seven
days of the incarceration of the pis~ n e r . ~ 'Moreover, if the State fails to
try the accused within 60 days of the
incarceration of the accused, the order
denying bail must be set aside and bail
afforded, unless the accused has sought
a continuance.'
With regard to the denial of bail for
prisoners charged with a capital offense,
simply charglng an individual with a capital offense is insufficient-proof of the
capital offense must also be "evident,'"
This requires clear and srrong proof that
not only that the accuswi committed an
offense, but also that he will probably
be punished by death if the law is prop
erly administered." In other words, a
prisoner accused of a capital offense will
nonetheless be entitled to had if the
evidence is insufficient to demonstrate
that the accused is pilty or if it is
not evident that a fair jury would likely
inflict the death penalty after hearing the
evidence." The state bears the burden

the victim and the conlmunity appears to
conflict with the principle that bail safeguards the presumption of innocence."
However, the Supreme Court has specifiE,&tars to Determine Amount of Bail
h i c l e 17.15 of the T~~~ code of cally held that the United States Consti'
~ for~ tution
1
~does ~not prohibit denial of bail
criminal procedure,
~ & Amount
i ~ of ~~ ~ i l ,sets
" out the fol. when the accused, if released, poses a
lowmg facwrs to apply in detern,ining threat to the judicial process."
the amount of bail:
F. Evidentiary Rules in Bail Proceedings
The Texas Rules of Evidence do not
The bail shall be sufficiently high
apply to "proceedings regarding bail except
to give reasonable assurance thar
hearings to deny, revoke or increase bail."
undertaking will be-conrplied with.
with the exception of the rules relatmg
to privileges." Thus, in general, the Texas
The power to require bail is not
Rules of Evidence apply to senlug the
to be so used as to make it an
amount of bail, but not to proceedmgs
instrument of oppression.
deny bail?'
of guilt and
likelihood of a death sentence.%

n, present proof

The power to
require bail is not
to be so used ds
to make i f an
instrument of
oppression.
Article 17.15 C.C.P.

The nature of the offense and
the circunlstanes under which it
was committed are to be considered.
The ability to make bail is m be
regarded, and proof may be taken
on this point.
The future safety of a victim of
the alleged offense and the conlmunity shall be con~idered.~'
Courts also consider other, related factors. For example, in considering the
amount required to ensure the prisoner's
presence for tcial, courts routinely consider the prisoner's work record, f a d y
ties, and length of residence." In consldering the nature of the offense and
the circumstances under which it was
comnlitted, courts also consider the like&
hood of conviction and the likely penalty
the accused will receive.'*
Consideration of the future safety of

G. Procedures for Setting Bail

In general, the judicial officer before
whom the defendant is taken after arrest
must determme if the defendant is entitled to hail and, if so, set the amount.*
If bail was previously set by a judicial
officer, a peace officer may accept bail
for the court? If there is a failure to
determine bail, the defendant's remedy
is to apply for habeas corpus relief."
Upon finding that the defendant is entitled to bail, the habeas judge may set
the amount of bail?
Typically, defendants challenge the
amount or denial of ball by filing an
apphcation for habeas corpus, which 1s
filed in the disnlct ~ourt.'~ Challeugiug the amount of bail has the benefn
of ~rovidingfor immediate appeal prior
to trial if denied?' Also, at least two
courts of appeal have held thar a defendant may testify at such a hearing without subjecting himself to crossexaminatlon.% Importantly, in challenging the
excessivewss of bail, the defendant l n ~ s t
demonstrace an inabdtty to make bail."
A defendant should also present evidence
of the amount he is able to meet.s'
A habeas proceeding is a 'bmeeding
regarding ail" under Texas rule of Evidence 101, and therefore the Texas Rules
of Evidence do not apply with the excep
tion of the rules regardmg privileges."
Where bail has been denled and the
State fails to timely try the case, dekndants assert their right to bail by filing a
motion to set bail.'q The order denying
bad is "automatically ser aside"", therefore, a motion to set aside the order is
not necessary.
JAN./FEB, 2WO
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equacy of bail under Article 17.09 of the Pun~shmwlsCbure oftheetghth amendment to t
Texas Code of Criminat Procedure. In thrwgh the fourteenth amendment). P&i@m v firCir. 1963)
such case, the State must make applica- mIt Court af H d l Coun& 324 F M 45 (@*
(holdmg
excesswe
bail
clause
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to
States]
The
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federal hw on bar1 6 b o n d the wope of& paper
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pwaier much ofthe common law on [the Nbjed of
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H. Bond Pending Appeal of Convietion
NO constitutional provision gumantees
the right to bait pending an appeal of
a convi~rion.~
However, Arricle 44.04
of the Texas Code af Crrmlnal Pmwdure provides fbr bail pending appeat
under certain drrumstaneea." All misdemeanor convictions are bailable." Bail
may not be granted on any felony convio
tion where the punishment exceeds 15
years or for a drwtelated offenseP3
In detetmihing whether to admit the
defendant to bail after ~onviction, the
court may deny bail by finding good
cause to believe that the defendant will
not appear after the conviction became
final or is likely to commit another
offense while on bail.* In addition, the
court may impose reasonabk conditions
on reIease.6'
The court may, on its own motion
ot that of the defendant or the State,
increase or decrease
An order on
hail pending appeal may be appealed
immediately and such an appeal "shall
be givm preference by the appellate
$c
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By Andrew Hammel
I, Introduction.
In 1984, in Harris County, T i ,
Calvin Burdine was convicted of capital
murder and sentenced m death. He was
repteented at trial Ly a Hams Cmnty
lawyer. On September 28, 1999, Inore
than 15 years later, the United states is,
ttict Couet for the Southern District of
Texas ruled that Mr. Burdine's conviction
and death senten* viobted the Sixth
Amendment because hii attorney slept
durilrg substantial portions of Burdine's
capital trial? Texas has lately bemme
notorious for "sleeping lawyerYdeath pew
the qualim of kwye~.
alty cases?
ing sugpested by these stories, it is not
surprising that out state is also heralded
as the nation's leader in both death
sentences and execution^.^ Even though
Texas regularly leads the nation in exem.
tions, Texas' death row grows each year
and remains one of the ixrgest,
only to California.+
The substandard lavering by Cabin
Burdine's attotney has implications beyond
his case. What happened in Calvin ~ u r dine's case was not an unforeseeable
fluke - it reveals a systemic pmhlem that
requires a systemic solution. Burdine's
case also highlights how thorough, =reative habeas tawyering a n take a seeming1y openandahut prosecution q j e and
transform it into clear victory for the
defense.

seen him sleep in court before Burdine's
trial: "I know [the a ~ o n ~ e yI lhad seen
him before. I knew that he had this
pmh1em.""
Trial connsel's substandard performance
was readily prd~ctable.A court coot&
natot for Butdine's trial court testified
that tk chief felony prosecutor for that
court (and the lead prosecutor in Burdine's capital trial) mld him that the
trial attorney was incompetent and had
"asked [him] not to appoint [the aitor.
ney] to any more capital cases" for that
reason." Although the coordinator could
not recall whether the conversation took
place before or after Burdine's trial, the
pxosecutor'$ concern demonstrates how
clear the attorney's inadequacies wete.
In another capital case involving the
same attorney, a former Assistant Di4
ttict Attorney provided an aff~davitabout
the attorney's performance as a regularly
appointed lawyer in the 183°1 DCtnicr
Court. The Assistant Disaicc Atmrney
overheard the attorney te11 the judge
[ T h a t d the end of or the middle
that "if k was appointed [to a certain
capital case1 he would haw the case
phase of the trial, he was getting
tired. I saw it happened a lot.
completely tried within tvm we&." The
...He was asleep. He had his head
District krtomey also opined "that [the
down, not totally down, hut down.
atulmeeyJ received appointments to .capital
cases because he mwes the court docket
He didn't lean hack, but forward
sbghdy. I do know that he fell
rather than because he pssesses the speasleep and was asleep for long pericial knowledge and sklus necessary to
ads of time during the questioning
defend these mattets."" PIO~SOIDavid
of wimesse~.~
Dow of the University of Houston, who
represented Car1 Johnson, one of the
IL'& Swpe of the Problem.
On crwseramination, the deputy derk attorney's former clients, described the
A. Trial Counsel's Predictable Sub-Idar
was adamant: I' know when a person attorney's performance during Johnson's
Perfonnahce.
Burdine's '\leeping kwyercIaimn was has his eyes c I d and [id concennat- trial:
first prerented in a second Atride 11.07 ing and when a person has his eyes
The l a w t did as had a job as
post-conviction habeas application filed in dosed and is asleep [the attorney1 was
one can imagine. In addition m
the trial wurt in 1994. The state court asleep." She aka testified that she had
held an evidenriary hearing at which
Burdine called eight witnesses, including
three jurors, a former prosecutor, and
the trial court's clerks The witness
coasistently testified that Burd~ne'sattorney dozed, nodded and slept on nurner.
ous occasions while the prosecution was
presenting evidence. The jury foreperson
saw the amtney "nod off or perhaps
doze...for a few min~tes."~The attorney's
sleeping was w obvious rhat members of
the jury discussed it during hreaks in the
trial.' Two other jurors testified that they
obaerved the attorney "nodding," with
hi head down, his chin on hi chest,
and his eyes closed? One juror tecaUed
seeing the attorney, red-eyed, suddenly
awaken from a ten-minute nap when
a clerk dropped a book, These naps
occnrted "five to ten times" during the
trial?
The deputy cIetk assigned to Burdine's
trial also testified that she observed the
attorney sleeping during the trial:

...

...

appointed counsel serve their clients well,
an observer could not be faulted for
concluding that they do so despite, not
because of, the current system.
Defenders of the appointive system
suggest that the difference in outcomes
may be explained by the fact that poorer
defendants may have longer records and
fewer roots in the community than defendants who can hire theit own attor.
111. What Should be Done?
The cases discussed above, as well as neys?' However, head-tehead comparidozens of others which have received less sons of appointive and public defender
An article in the Wall Street Journal notoriety, reveal that indigent defense systems in similar cases suggest that
dicussine hi verformance in capital in Texas, even in death penalty cases, public defenders obtain better outcomes.
cases quotes Burdine's trial attorney brag. is a hit-or-miss proposition. State Sen. A study comparing death penalty repreging that he could try capital cases as Rodney Ellis, who introduced a bill in sentation by a Florida public defender
fast as 'greased lighming."'5 He fulfilled the most recent legislamre which would agency and by appointed Texas 'counsel,
that promise in Burdine's case: he rarely have removed obstacles to the creation for example, found that the Florida
spent more than a few minutes with any of publicdefender agencies, said of the defendants received radically more favorjuror, and jury selection lasted a weekand,
a-halfJ6 His strategy, he explained, was
to rely mainly on the jurors' responses
during the prosecutor's voir dire."
sleeping during jury selection and
portions of the testimony itself,
he neglected to interview wimesses
prior to puning them on the stand,
which led to the entertaining spectacle of his not knowing in advance
what his own wimesses planned to
say. Although Johnson had given
a confession, [the lawyer] put on
a defense urging that Johnson was
innocent."

examinations of the state's rebuttal wit.
nesses," "illogical and irrational" strate
gic decisions, "contradictory" closing arguments, and their "complete and total
failure to investigate [their clientl's back.
ground."21 A lawyer in a 1994 Harris
County death penalty case admitted sleep
ing during his client's trial."

-

B. Other Questionable Harris
County cases.
Burdine's trial acrorney is not the
only lawyer who has been entrusted
with the lives of many capital defen.
dants despite questions about hls per.
fomance. Another Harris County attorney was arrested during jury selectton in
the capital murder trial of Anthony Ray
Westley for ignoring an order from the
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals (CCA)
asking him to show cause for delays in
filing another condemned client's direct
appeal.'8 Reviewing his performance at
Westley's trial, the United States Court
of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit found
several deficiencies,* but the majority
found the errors harmless. Judge Harold
DeMoss dissented, observing that his confidence in the verdict was "completely
undermmned," and that if the attorney's
performance 'doles] not satisfy both the
'ineffectiveness' and 'prejudice' prongs of
Strickland, then in my view, there is no
such animal as an 'ineffective counsel'
and we should quit talking as if there
is,"20
Other Texas lawyers have turned in
their fair share of questionable perfor.
mances in capital trials. The Fifth Circuit,
for instance, recently ganted relief in
another Harris County death penalty case,
faulting trial counsel for their "pathetically weak" and "pitiful" presentation of
an alibi defense, "pathetically weak cross-

Burdine case: "The harsh reality is that
poor defendants get a poor defense.
We cannot act as if this case is an
isolated in~ident."~'
Two separate studies
found that indigent defendants in Harris
County, in which indigent defense is s u p
plied mainly by courtappointed counsel
in private practice, routinely receive less
favorable outcomes and harsher punishment than sirndarlysituated defendants
represented by retained counsel." The
widespread perception, endorsed by many
defense attorneys and even some judges,
is that there are enormous disincentives
to zealous, uncompromising, and thorough representation in appointed cases,
These include a fee structure which does
not adequately compensate c0unsel,2~and
the subtle but powerful incentives to settling the case out at the earliest pos
sible stage in order to keep in the
judge's good graces36 Although some

able outcomes than the Texas defendants,
especially at the punishment phase." in
fact, in 100 rand~ml~selected
cases in
which the prosecution sought the death
penalty, the defendant actually received
a death sentence less than ten percent
of the time in Dade County, Florida
(which has a public defender system), but
received death in over eighty percent of'
the cases in Harrls and Dallas countie~.'~
Professor Dow observed similar effects in
studies of other statesM Harris County
District Judge Mike McSpadden, after
several bad experiences wlth appointed
counsel in hls court, concluded that a
public defender "guarantees better representation across the board.""
The case for ensuring uniform, highquality representation is nowhere stronger than in death penalty cases. However,
as one observer noted, "the quality and
quantity of the trial and appellate lawJANJFEB. 2WO
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yering [Texas] capital defendants receive
varies wildly."" By contrast, many death
penalty states, such as Colorado and New
York, have set up public defender offices
specialidng in capital representation.= In
these offices, experienced trial lawyers are
supported by staffs of investigators, paralegals, and social workers. When poten.
tial capital cases anive in the public
defender's offices, investigators immedia d y begin interviewing state wimesses
and evaluating potential alibi, mistakenidentity, or nonaiggerman defenses.
Socral workers and investigators simultaneously piece together the cttent's life
story in order to "humanize" him and
convince a decision maker to spare his
life. They collect records from schools,
hospitals, mental health facilities, the
military, and employers, then carefully
intervtew and re.mterview the defendant's

a nondeath disposition. Colorado's capital defender office, under the guidance
of C h i Deputy Public Defender Davtd
Wymore, also stresses mit~gationinvestigations, and has developed a sophisticated,
aggressive technique for striking proatate
jurors and identifying jurors who will be
receptive to the notion of a life sentence
even in an extremely aggravated case. The
office obtained so many life sentences in
seemingly "inevitable" death penalty cases
that the Colorado kgidatute abolished
capital jury sentencing in 1991."
The creation of a public defender
system is no panacea. Under funding and
high caseloads plague many public defend.
ers. However, well-run public defender
agencies, even if underfunded, foster virtues that help explain their denlonstrated
track record of ensuring greater consistency in representation: mict hiring stan-

family, building the trust that will allow
relatives to reveal childhood abuse or
neglect. Membets of the mitigation team
visit every neighborhood the defendant
has ever lived, interviewing neighbors,
teachers, friends, caworkers-anyone who
can testify to positive character traits the
defendant may possess or traunlaric incidents that may have damaged his ability
to conform to the law.
By collecting copious information
about the background of death penalty
defendants early, the New York Times
reported, the New York Capitit Defender
Office, by late 1996, had staved off
the prospect of execution in 36 of the
50 aggravated murders whose heinousness prompted prosecutors to consider
the death penalty. To this day, the
vast majority of potential death cases
in New Yo& have been resolved with

dards, a firmwide ideological commitment to zealous representation, independence from judges, dedicated investigative
and expert resources on call, regular training programs, internal sanctions for, poor
performance, and, perhaps most importantly; a ready nehvork of experienced
and sympathetic colleagues to help with
novel or complicated problems." Perhaps
these advantages help explain why the
vast majority of urban counties in the
United States employ a public defender
to handle indigent defense.16 Before too
many mote Calvin Burdines come along,
Teras legislators, judges and defense attorneys should take another look at Sen.
Ellis' proposed indigentdefense bill.
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IV,Lessons from the Burdine Case
for State Habeas Practice.
A. The Seope of the Problem.

As zeaders of the Voice know well.
the CCA conscripted many lawyers to
accommodate the ennrmous demand for
appointed state habeas lawyers created
by Art. 11.071. Many of these lawyers
had little or no experience in death penalty or postconviction cases3' Through
either inexpe~ience,incapacitation, defeat.
ism, poor time management, or lack
of dil~gence, many appointed lawyers
have filed state writs which do not
effectively advance their client's interests,
and which may gravely endanger their
client's chances of merits review in federal court. Some 11.071 counsel, for
example, filed writs past the mandatory
deadline or without good cause for an
extension.% Although the legislature has
recently amended 11.071 to permit these
inmates to re-file their writs with new
counsel," they may still face procedural
dangers, including potential problems
with the federal statute of limitat~ons.'~
Other counsel have pettormed little or
no extra-record habeas investigation; and
have therefore briefed only issues which
were, or could have been, addressed
on direct appeal. Texas state and federal courts have held that issues which
were raised on direct appeal cannot be
relit~gatedin habeas unless supported by
newlydeveloped extra-record evidence,''
and issues which could have been liti.
gated on direct appeal are generally not
cognizable in habeas unless they are
linked to allegations (such as ~neffective
assistance of counsel) which go beyond
the. rprod
.. ..Thus, a writ which pleads only record
based claims generally will not advance
the client's interests. First, as noted above,
h e claims will generally be procedurally
barred. Second, they will not trigger an
evidentiary hearing, because all facts necessary to resolve them are already present
in the recod. Obtaining relief in state
or federal habeas proceedings is virtually
impossible if a hearing has not been held
at some point." Finally, because recordbased claims are so easdy denied, these
cases will be rapidly proceaed through
state court with only superficial review,
forever sacrificing the client's right to
careful, thorough, fact.intensive inquiry
into the fairness of the client's trial-the
hallmark of competent habeas representation.
Even when habeas petitions allege
extra-record claims, they often do not

adequately allege the specific harm to the
client resulting from the claimed constitutional violation: "[Ijt is not sufficient that
a habeas petttioner merely alleges a deft.
ciency on the part of co~mnsel. He nnet
affirmattvely plead the resultrng prejudice
in hh habeas petiti~n."~'To adequately
plead prejudice stemming from ineffective
assistance of counsel at punishment, for
exan~ple, a petitioner must "present[l ...
specific evidence of. .. potentially mitigating circun~stances."" Without a "specific,
affirmative showing of what the... endence [overlooked by trial counsel] would
have been," it is impossible to obtain
relief.*
A troubling nunlber
of 11.071 writs have
fallen short of this basic
requirement. In one writ,
for instance, habeas counsel alleged that trial coun,
sel failed to prepare adequately for the punishment phase of his client's
trial by not gathering
records of the applicant's
psychiatric treatment or
arranging for a psychiatric examination of the
defendant." At an evden.
tiary hearing, trial coup
sel admitted that .he had
not done these things.*
However, because habeas
counsel himself had not
gathered the records or
had his client evaluated,
habeas counsel was unable to specifically
demonstrate prejudice s t e u ~ m i n ~from
trial counsd's alleged e r d 9 Without
such a showing, the client had virtually
no chance of obtaming relief.
In another pair of writs, state habeas
counsel faulted trial counsel for not
"conduct[ing~an investigation into tlic life
history of Applicant," thereby denying
the jury a "col~esivepicture of the life
that Applicant hved" which would have
"placed Applicant's crime in an altogether
different and appropr~atecontmt."M However, hnheas counsel failed to actually
describe what 8 "cohe~ive picture'' of
the applicant's life history would have
revealed, and how it would hate hcen
relevant. Tlins, even if a court were to
And trial counsel's performance ineffecrive m these cases, there is little chance a
court will find harm. As one experienced

habeas litigator explains, "[ilf trial counsel
did not prepare, then the postconviction
advocate must not only prove t h ~...
s bur
must also demonstrate prejudice-i.e. show
the difference that the proper investigation would have made to the outcome
of the trial. Obviously, the only way this
can be done is to perform the investigation Irin~self."~'
Adequately representing an inmate in
state postamvictlon is labor-intensive?'
and should take up significant portions
of an attorney's time from the very
moment of appointment onward. Generally, a comperently-prepared habeas petition should thwoughly brief every con-

ceivable claim of error under every applicable legal theory, and should be s u p
ported by exhibit wlnmes supporting
rhe chent's c h ~ with
s
expert reports,
documents, and affidavits from witnesses,
jurors or the applicant's family members.
However, many 11.071 writs that have
h e n filed are under tal pages tbal, without substantive exbibits?' It is inconceivaMe thut a thorough past-onviction intigation, careful record review, and ample
research will generate an end result under
ten pages long. Many such writs appear
to have been plecd together hastily, probably in the last few days or weeks befox
the due date. Some ConMIn "boilerplate"
Iangiwe inadequately tier1 to the specifics of the defendant5 case, or allegations
of fact that may prove too vagne to
require a hear~ngor justify relieL5'
Unfortunately for innlates whose state

postwonviction lawyers failed to perform
adequately, the days when federal courts
would excuse procedural mistakes or
review defaulted claims "in the interests
of justice" are long gone. A condemned
inmate who has received perfunctory or
inept state habeas representation now
faces the very real prospect of being
executed without any review of his claims
by any court, period, The Fifth Circuit
has interpreted Supreme Court precedent
and Art. 11.071 to create a trap. If
stare halxas counsel overlooks a claim
or fact which could have been presented during mate post<onviction proceedings, that claim or fact will automatically he procedurally defaulted if presented for the first
time to a federal court,
and therefore will not
be considered by the
federal court absent
"cause" and "prejudice"
m excuse the default."
Because ineffective essistance of state postconviction counsel-no
matter how obviouscan never constitute
"cause" to excuse the
procedural default, no
review of the claim or
fact can take place."
It bears repeating that
them are no "safety
valves" or exceptions
to these Draconian
rules. Successor petitions, in state or federal court, are now totally barred except
ill the very rarest of circumstances. Additional facn~aldevelopment of claims in
federal court is also now impassible if it
was not properly pursued in state courtsn
Thus, it has never been more important that mate habeas counsel perform a
searching, detailed, and thorough investigation, ask for extensive court.ordered factual development, and present $1 potential federal claims to the state court.

8.k~rdine'sWinning Haheas Strategy.
The fact that the odds are stacked
against condemned habeas applicants, as
they certainly are, cannot justify perfornv
ing little or no investigation and filing
a perfunctory habeas writ. Although winning capital habeas cases is a tuneconsuming, uphill battle, it is still pos

sible. Calvin Bnrdiie's case illustrates
the application of litigation gtrategies,
karned through bitter experience, which
can shepherd a client's claims to relief
even in today's hostile judicial climate."
l.Inve8tigate Thoroughly.
To paraphrase the old saying about
real estate, there are three kep to effective habeas lawyering: muestigation, inves
tigatLou and investigation. Because the
trial record ww silenr on the issue, the
cruual fact that Joe Frank Cannon slept
through part of Burdine's trial would
never have come to light had habeas
counsel not arranged for interviews of
jurors, the court clerk, and other major
trial pa~ticipants.These preliminary in*
views allowed counsel to allege by affidavit that Cannon slept during trial, which
in Nm prompted a successful evidentiary

hearing. It is sobering to realize that,
had Burdine's habeas counsel not investigated the case, he would almost certainly
be dead by now.
2. Plead every pafsibte claim.
Burdine's federal habeas petition alleged
ten claims for relief, and is 249 pages
long. It is laced with specific citations to
the trial record and to relevant authotity from many jurisdictions. Although
the "sleepinglawyer' claim comes first,
all other paential claims are presented
and given their due. This thoroughness
maximized Bnrdine's chance for relief in
two ways. First, and most obviously, it
gave the eourt multiple methods of granting relief, in case the caurt's view of
the rektke atcength d the claims differed from habeas counsel's (a regular
occurrence). Second, it presented a picture of a case which was fundamentally
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tainted by many kinds of err-, rather
than a case in whieh one isolated infirmity affected one discrete portion of the
evidence.
3. Eluphasite all facts that tend to
prow your &en& trial was unfair.
Burdine's lawyers, of course, spent the
most rime invesrigating and setting out
a full picture of the facts relevant m
his claims. However, they also took every
opportunity to point out orha facts
which would cause a reasonable person
to doubt the overall fairness of the preceding~,regardless of whthec the facts
were technically "relevant" to his claims.
Habeas counsel starts at a disadvantage:
the client's conviction lo& reliable on
the surface, and may have sunived
one round of review. Competent capital
habeas representation requires far more

trailer on the fatal day along with Bur.
dine, stahbed the victlm (alone, according
to Bunline's guilt-phase testimony), and
was caught along with Mr. Burdine using
the deceased's property.." The habeas peti.
tion advised the Court that McCreighr
was never prosecuted for capital murder
(even though he had given a confession
similar to Bunline's) and, in fact, had
been released from prison on parole as
of the time the habeas petition was
filed.M The habeas petition also dwelled
on the fact that Joe Frank Cannon, in
habeas proceedings, referred to gay men
like Burdine as "queers," "fairies," 'tush
hogs," and as people who have a medicat "problem which they can't help" that
causes him to "pidy]' them." The trial
prosecutor had argued during his puuishment-phase summarion that sentencing
Burdine to life in prison "isn't a very
Lad punishment for a homosexual.""
Unsurprisingly, Caunon did not object
to this comment.
These facts were, obviously, relevant
to some of Burdine's clauns." Howwer,
they were messed not only for their
legal relevance, but also their moral and
practical relevance. They took the judge
beyond the clinical realm of legal analysis (where habeas petitioners fare very
poody) and forced him face-toface 91th
ugly and disturtiog realities of Burdine's
trial, Most Texas state and federal judges
are not eager to overturn fifteen-yeardd
convictions and death sentences.@ They
will feel more confident doing so if thw
feel-for any reason-that the client's
trial was fundamentally unfair or unlcut.
Burdine illusmared this subtle effect. In
its Q d e r granting relief on the sleepinglawyer claim, the Dtstrict Court found it
wessary to mention a fact completelp
unnecessary to its dimposition of the case,
namely that "[tlhe State of Teas did not
prosecute McCreight for capital mutdez,
despite evidence indicating that McCreight
was the primary actor here~n."~'Similarly,
the state district judge, who also granted
relief on an unrelated d a m , atta~ked
Cannon's condescending anti-gay slighrs,
observing that they displayed an "intoletance and insensitivity whlch is totally
inappropriate and should not be tolerat.
ed..."@

-

than skimming the record, $peaking to
the client osce or twice, and pleading
a few isolated constinuional violations. It
requires counsel to gradually md labori.
ously chip away at the facade of seem.
ingly certain guilt and evident deatb
worthiness that is erected during trial
and direct appeal. By highlighting the
myriad flaws, f a h e s , compromises, wanswered questions, and prosecution comeF
cutting that mnmk any complex and enlotionally-charged trial, habeas counsel can
create a document which not only pleads
legal claims thoroughly, but also changes
the picture of the case by presenting
a detailed, compelling narrative of inju*
tie.
Burdine's lawyers did this weU. For
instance, the petition repeatedly messed
the significant role played in the crime
4. Choose standards of review
by a eparticipanr named Dougks which require the least showing of ham.
McC-reight. McCreight visited the victinZs
Michael McCormick, the Presiding

Judge of the CCA, announced in a
recent televised appearance that in order
to obtain relief in criminal appeals, a
defendant must surmount the "extremely
difficultn burden of showing that he's
"actually innocentU of the crime." Judge
McCormick is, of course, incorrect. The
fact that there may be evidence tying a
habeas petitioner to the crime of which
he was convicted does not mean that he
cannot obtain relief from his conviction
and sentence. There are still many catege
ties of constitutional e m which result
in either per se reversal of a defendant's
conviction or sentence or which requite
a relatively lenient showing of harm. It
is these kinds of claims which may prm
vide a habeas petitioner with the greatest chance of relief, Once again, Burdine
offers an example of the value of such
claims. A traditional ineffective assistance
of counsel claim requires petitioners to
show a "reasonable probabilityn that the
outcome of the trial would have been
different but for counsel's errors. Burdine, however, eonfessed to the police,
was found in ~ossessionof the victim's
property, and gave guilt-phase testimony
in which he admitted to participating
in the crime.@ However, the Ninth Circuit, in Jauor u. United Sratu," found that
a defendant whose lawyet sleeps during
trial has been constructively denied counsel under Unitzd Sweu. Cronic, 466 US.
648 (1984). Because the total denial of
counsel (unlike counsel's mere ineffective
performance) at an important phase of
the trial is a "structural errm1. it is not
amenable to harmles.s.emr analysis, and
requires reversal regardless of the strength
of the state's case. Burdine's counsel s u e
cessfully argued that Javor should govern
Budine's case.M
Burdine's case illusnates the importance of pleading daims under a standard of relief which requires the least
showing of harm to the petitioner. Whenever possible, counsel should develop
such claims as incompetency to stand
trial, racial discrimination in jury selection, forcible medication of a defendant
with psychotropic drugs, judicial or jury
bias or misconduct, or actual dr consnuctive denial of counsel, all of which gen.
erally require reversal of a petitioner's
conviction regardless of the skength of
Ihe state's case' 'Ihe prosecution" linow.
ing sponsorship of perjured testimony,
failure to correct erroneous testimony, or

intentional cteation of a false impression
in the eyes of the jury are a another
powerful group of claims, as they require
reversal not only when the outcome of
the case would have been different but
also whenever "there is any reasonable
likelihood that [the false evidenoel could
have affected the jury's verdict.""
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V. Conclusion.
In these days, it is all too easy to
give in to gloom and pessimism in
state habeas proceedings. The hurdles
are significant, and must be reckoned
with (and challenged) at every juncture.
However, in many cases, there are extra,
record facts-known by a wimess, juror,
court clerk, ~oliceofficer, former counsel, expert, or defendant's family member
-that can give a condemned inmate a
meaningful chance at a new trial. In
light of the recent revisions to state
and federal habeas statutes, state habeas
counsel's duty to investigate the case
thoroughly enough to locate these facts
has never been more important. As Burdine demonstrates, when important extrarecord facts are found and developed,
and when their significance is thoroughly
and thoughdully briefed, victory is still
possible. 6'a
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The Involuntary
Not Guilty Plea
by Robert N. Udashen

I

t goes without saying that a defendant
This argument is unusual, to say the
who enters a guilty plea on the advice
least. Usually a prlsoner challenges
of counsel may attack the voluntary
an attorney's advice to plead guilty.
and intelligent character of the guilty plea
Wlth excellent hindsight, prisoners
by showing that the advice he received
often contend that, had they gone
from his counsel was not reasonably
to t r d , they would have presented
effective. See, McMann v. Richardson, 397
a stellar defense and, ultimately,
US. 759, 771, 90 S.Ct. 1441, 1449, 25
received an acquittal. The originality
L.Ed.2d 763 (1970); ToUetr u. Henderson,
of Faubion's claim outpaces it
441 US. 258, 267, 93 S.Ct. 1602, 1608,
merit, however. Her claim fails the
36 L.Ed.2d 235 (1973). But what about
second prong of the Strickland test:
the advice a defendant receives from
She has failed to demonstrate how
his attorney to plead not guilty? May a
she was harmed by going to trial
not guilty plea be rendered ~nvoluntary
instead of pleading guilty.
because of the advice of counsel or the
Id. at 228-29 (footnotes omitted).
lack of advice from counsel?
The Un~tedStates Court of Appeals
While claims such as Faubion's may
for the Fifth Circuit In the case of be unusual, as noted by the Fifth Circuit,
Un~tedStater v F~ub~on,19 F.3d 226 (5th there is no reason they should not be
Crr. 1994) found it hard to imagine raised more often. An attorney's advice
that an attorney could be ineffective for to plead not guilty may be just as
advising a client to assert his right to incompetent as an attorney's advice to
a trial, or perhaps more specifically, in plead guilty.
not advising a client to plead guilty.
The now famil~arstandard of Strickland
Faubion was convicted of armed bank u. Wushinmn, 466 U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct.
robbery following a trial at which she 2052, 80 L.Ed.2d 674 (1984) provides the
entered a not guilty plea. In a post- framework for judging the effectiveness of
conviction motion pursuant to 28 U.S.C. counsel's advice. Pursuant to Strickland,
S2255, Faubion complained that her trial a defendant claiming that his attorney
attorney was ineffective for not advising was ineffective must first demonstrate
her to plead guilty because, d she had that "counsel's representation fell below
pled guilty, she would have recewed a an objective standard of reasonableness."
two-level reduction in her .pideline level Id. at 688, 104 S.Ct. at 2064. Then,
for acceptance of responsibility pursuant if counsel's representation was deficient,
to U.S.S.G. 53El.l and therefore would "[tlhe defendant must show that there
have received a lower sentence. The Fifth is a reasonable probability that, but
Clrcuit characterized Faubion's cla~mas for counsel's unprofessional errors, the
follows:
result of the proceeding would have
been different. A reasonable probability
Faubion contends that her counsel's
is a probability sufficient to undermine
perfornlance was deficient because he
confidence in the outcome." Id. at 694,
reconmended going to trial instead
104 S.Ct. at 2068.
of p l e a d q guilty. She charges that,
The Fifth Circuit purported to
"lgliven the overwhelming evidence
follow Strickland in dismissing Faubion's
against me, no reasonable person
ineffective assistance of counsel claim.
would have taken the case to trial."
The Fifth Circult, however, did not
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adequately consider the nature of the
attorney's advice to proceed to trial
and whether it fell below an objective
standard of reasonableness. Nor did the
Fifth Circuit properly apply the prejudice
prong of Sh*kland.
In evaluanng the importance of an
attorney's advice in connection with a
not guilty plea, the case of Childrers U.
Johnson, 103 F.3d I221 (5th Crr. 1997) is
instruct~ve.There the Fifth Circmt said
In repeatedly applying the Supreme
Court's teaching, we have stated
that one of the most precious
applications of the Sixth Amendment
may well be in affording counsel
to advise a defendant concerning
whether he should enter a guilty
plea. ... It is clear that a defendant
IS entitled to the effective assistance
of counsel in determining how to
plead and in making his plea, and
can attack his conviction collaterally
if he is not given this right.
Id. at 1227 (citations and
quotation marks omitted).
The Ch~Idress court understood the
need for good legal advice on what
plea should be entered to a charge.
Ch~Idress is consistent with Strickland v.
Washington, supra where the Supreme
Court looked to "[drevailing norms of
practice as reflected in American Bar
Association standards" for direction in
"determining what is reasonable" conduct
on the part of an attorney. 466 U S . at
688, 104 S.Ct. at 2065. The American
Bar Association, in its Model Code
of Professional Responsibility, Ethical
Consideration 7-7 (1992) describes the
standard a lawyer must follow in this
situation as follows:
A defense lawyer in a criminal

case has the duty to advise his
client fully on whether a particular
plea to a charge appears to be
desirable.

States Sentencing Guidelines, the more
important point here is the flawed
application of Stnckland to the facts of
Faubion's claim.
It is not proper to decide whether a
In other words, a n attorney has person's punishment would be the same
the duty "to advise the defendant following a nor guilty plea as it would
of the available options and possible be following a guilty plea. Rather, the
consequences" of the different pleas that reviewing court should determine first,
may be entered to a criminal charge. whether the attorney's advice that resulted
Beckham u. Wainwright, 639 E2d 262, 267 in the not guilty plea was reasonably
competent. If it was not, the court should
(5th Cir. 198lkitation omitted).
Thus, just as a n attorney must give $hen determine whether the defendant
reasonably competent advice in connection would have entered a guilty plea instead
with a guilty plea, so too must an of a not guilty plea if he had received
attorney give reasonably competent advice competent advice. This would make the
in connection with a not guilty plea. standard for evaluating the voluntariness
It is not enough to set a case for of a not guilty plea in relation to
trial because the client wants a trial the advice of counsel the same as the
without first explaining the advantages standard for evaluating a guilty plea. See,
and disadvantages of going to ttial to Hill u. Lockhart, 474 U S . 52, 59, 106
the client. There are some cases, where S.Ct. 366, 370, 88 L.Ed.2d 203 (1985).
the evidence is overwhelming, in which This, of course, is as it should be.
To answer the question posed at
it would be ineffective to not at least
try to dissuade a client from entering a the beginning of this article, clearly a
not guilty plea. As the Supreme Court not guilty plea may be involuntary if
pointed out in United Stater u. Cronic, 466 the client is not advised of all the
U.S. 648, 104 S.Ct. 2039, 8 0 L.Ed.2d consequences of such a plea and if the
client is not advised of the advantages
657 (1984):
and disadvantages of pleading guilty. The
If there is no bona fide defense to
decision on what plea to enter is, of
course, the client's. The client, however,
the charge, counsel cannot create
has a right to receive competent advice
one and may disserve the interests
of his client by attempting a useless
that will assist him or her in making
that decision. A lawyer who does not
charade.
provide competent advice in connection
Id. at 656 n. 19, 104 S.Ct. at
with a not guilty plea should expect to
2045 n. 19.
be held to the same standard as a lawyer
The Faubion court should therefore who does not provide competent advice
have taken seriously Faubion's cornplaint in connection with a guilty plea. The day
that her lawyer did not tell her about may come when challenges to not guilty
t h e overwhelming nature of the evidence pleas are not the unusual event the Fifth
against her.
Circuit found them to be in Faubion. dd
The Fifth Circuit m Faubion failed to
Robert N. Udashen is a
recognize the simple truth that a client
partner
in the Dallar firm
may indeed he harmed by insisting on
of
Milner,
Lobel,
his day in court and that a lawyer may
Goranson,Sorrels,
b e iueffective for just going along with
Udmhen # Welk. Mr.
t h e clienr. The Court thus turned a blind
Udashen
is
Board
eye to the conduct of Faubion's attorney.
Certified in Criminal
In addition, the Court misapplied the
Law.
Strickland test. The Fifth Circuit found
He handlps both state and federal criminal
n o prejudice to Faubion becatise it was
unlikely, according to the Court, that triak and appeals. Mr. Udashen was formerly
Faubion would have received a different with the Staff Counsel for Inmates at the Texas
sentence following a guilty plea than Department of Canectionr.
s h e received following a nial. While
this is certainly a dubious proposition
with the current structure of the United
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Opinions on Appellants' PDRs
STATE MUST ELECT WHEN IT CHARGES DEPENDANT
WITH AND PROVES SEPARATE A m OF INDECENCY,
RATHER THAN DIFFERENT WAYS OF COMMITTING
SAME OFFENSE: JOSEPH CLAYTON FRANCIS w. State,
No. 1132-98, from Tarrant County; Reversed, 11/3/99; Offense:
Indecency w/a child; Sentence: 5 yrs; COA: Affirmed (NP Fort Worth, 1998); Opiniou: Price, joined by Meyers Womack,
Johnson & Keasler; Concurring Opinion: Holland; Dissent:
McCormick, joined by Keller (in part) and Mansfield; Dissent:
Keller.
Appellant was charged in a one.count indictment with
indecency by touching the breast and genitals of a child
under age 17, on or about a specific date. At trial the State
introduced evidence of four separate and distinct offenses,
each occurring at different times and dates, with two acts of
touching the victim's breast, and two acts of touching her
genitals. The State elected to proceed on two of the four
incidents, one involving touching the victim's breast, and the
other a touching of her genitals. The trial court denied a
request for a charge that would have required the jury to
find Appellant had committed both acts, instead charging the
two offenses disjunctively. allowing a conviction on a finding
that Appellant did "engage in sexual conduct by touching
the breast or genitals" of the victim. Appellant argued that
the one-paragraph, one-count indictment limited the State

0

to prosecuting only &?a %T5f indecency, and charging

&.

jury in this way allowed conviction on a non.unantmous
verdict, because some jurors may have believed Appellant
touched the victim's breast, while others could have believed
he had touched her genitals. COA held that charging the
jury disjunctively was appropriate where alternative theories of
committing the same offense were submitted to the Jury if
there was sufficient evidence supporting either theory.
Held: The trial court erred in chareine the iurv in the disiunc,
tive because it was clear that Aanellanfs two acts of indecency
y

e

been reauired to elect a s i d e cause. Every instance of sexual
assault is a separate crime and may be prosecuted in sepa.
rate trials. See Goodbread, 967//859 (CCA 1998), relying
on Vernon, 841//407 (CCA 1992) (inaccurate ro characterize
repeated acts of indecency as a single conrtnuing offense).
Appellant's two alleged acts of indecency were separate causes
of action, from which the State should have been required
to elect CCA rejects COA's reliance on Kuchenr, 823//256
(CCA 1991), a capital case, with an indictment which alleged
two alternative theories of committing the same offense, and a
disjunctive charge was proper. K~tckmis inapplicable because
rhe instant case involves two separate incidents, each of which
constituted a separate criminal offense, not merely a different
means of committing the same offense. CCA rejects State's
argument that Appellant waived enor on appeal because he
did nor contest the trial court's failure to grant the motlon
to elect, but only conlplamed of the tnal court's fadure to
grant his requested charge. CCA reasons that just because
Appellant has a valid (but waived) claim regarding the motion
to elect does not mean he does not also have a valid claim
regarding the jury charge.
The dissenting opinions think that Appellant waived error
for not co~nplainin~
about the trial court's failure to grant
the requested charge
TOTALITY OF CIRCUMSTANCES TEST MUST BE USED
TO DETERMINE WHETHER GOOD CAUSE REQUIRS
MENT OF TCCP 32.01 IS MET, EX PARTE EDIE DIONE
MARTIN, No. 0073-98, from Caldwell County; Reversed,
11/24/99; Offense: Forgery (Pretrial Habeas); Trial Court:
Relief Denied; COA. Affirmed (956//843 - Austin, 1997);
Opinion: Womack, ~oinedby Meyers, Price, Holland & ]ohnson; Dissent: McCnrn~ick, joined by Mansfield, Keller &
Keasler.
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Appellant was arrested on June 24, 1996, and released on
bail on Ju& 12, 1996. She was not indicted during the grand
jury term in which she was mested, or during the following
term of conrt. She filed this habeas application on January 21,
1997, seeking dismissal under former CCP 32.01 and 28.061.
The grand jury indicted her on February 5, 1997. After a
hearing on her writ, relief was denied. Trial court found
the State showed good cause based on an affidavit from a
cop stating that offense 4potts were not referred to the DA's
office because of a lack of clerid help from the summer of
1996 until November 1996. COA affirmed, holding the nial
court did not abuse irs discretion.
CCA first determines that COA used a n incorrect scan.
dard of review. There were no disputed facts and no credibility issues. The only evdence the State presented was the
affidavk fmm the cop setting out reasons for not indicting
Appellant within the time required by Art. 32.01. Because the
habeas court was not in an appreciably better position than
the appellate conrt to determine whether the State had satis
fied the good cause requirement, and there were no questions
of fact, a de NWO review was the correct srandatd,
Heldi CCA adoots a Barkerelike totalitv10f~circumstancstest
for determination of eood cause u d e r 32.01. "The habeas court
should consider, among other things, the length of. the delay,
the State's reason for delay, whether the delay was due to
lack of diligence on the part of the State, and whether the
delay caused harm to the accused." Another relevant inquiry
IS whether the grand jury voted to no.bill the defendant.
CCA explains that it has adopted this test, which is similar
to the Supreme Court's Barkerv. Wingo speedy trial four-prong
test, because of similarities in the problem presented: "How
do courts determine when the right to be discharged in the
absence of an indictment or the right to a speedy trial has
been violated? The protections are different, but the problem
presented is the same; a fact.intensive situation calls for a
Lalanciug of the interests served by the mle and the interests
of the partres." CCA says that by adopting this test, it is not
adding constitutional speedy trial rights to art. 32.01, but is
adopting a test for a fact-based situation. CCA also notes that
under the new versions of the statutes, relief to the accused
is only temporary. However, upan dismissd of the charges,
the accused repossesses certain liberty interests - he is out
of jail and off bail until the grand jury presents an indictn e n t The judgment is reversed and the case is remanded
"for proceedings consistent with our decision." ,
COA IS AUTHORIZED TO REMAND FOR NEW PUNISH.
MENTTRIALUNI>ERTCCP44.29(b)ONtYIPERRORWAS
ONE MADE IN (NOT MERELY AFFECTING) THE PUNISHMENT PHASE OF TRIAL, TERRANCE D. CARSON v.
State, No. 182298, from Berar County; Revecged, 12/03/99;
Offense: Murder: Sentence: 50 .yrs; COAi Reversed - punish.
ment (986//24 - San Antonio 1998); Opinion: Mansfield,
joined by McCormick, Meyere, Price, Holland, Womack &
Johnson; Dissent: Keasler, joined by Keller.
Appellant successfully argued on appeal that he should
have been allowed to ask a prospective juror wherher she
could consider probation in a murder case not involving
a "u~er$ killing. COA affirmed the conviction, but found
38 VOICE
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the error was one affecting the punishment phase, was not
harmless, and remanded for a new punishment hearing. COA
relied on Ramom, 920//288 (CCA 1999, a capital murder
case. Appellant argues that TCCF' art. 44.29(b) permits a
remand for a new punishment trial only for errors made in
+e punishment phase, and here the error was made at voir
dire.
Held: Art. 44.29M vermits retrials limited to assessment of
punishment onlv for errors that were, IiteraUv. made in the Dun-

h

Conducting a Baykin analpis of the statute, CCA
determines it is unamb'ious, and interpreting it literally will
not lead to an absurd result. Under the plain language of
art. 44.29(6) the defendant a entitled to an entirely new
nial unless the error was "made in the punishment stage of
the trial." COA erred to rely on Ransom, which interpreted
44.29(c), a provision applicable only to capital murder cases
in which the death penalty has been imposed, and worded
quite differently from 44.29(b). Case is thus reversed and
remanded for a new trial.

PRIOR BANKRUPTCY WILL NOT DISCHARGE RESTITUTION ORDER1 ROBERT CABLA, JR. u. State, No. 1639-98,
from Harris Countg; Affirmed, 12/08/99; Offense: Theft; Sentence: 10 yrs (probated); COA: Affirmed (974//927 - Hans
ton 1 1 4 ~ ~1998);
1
Opinion: Holland, joined by McCmmick,
Mansfield, Keller, Price & Womack; Concutring opinion:
Meyers, joined by Johnson 6r Keasler.
Appellant was charged with theft of some funds he gat
in 1992 Ex 1993 as advance payments for remodeling and
construction contract work which he either failed to do or
performed substandard. In 1994, he declared hankruptcy, and
daimed the money owed on the contracts was discharged
in bankruptq but the State indicted him anyway. The trial
court ordered, as restitution, that Appellant repay a total of
$66,412.88 to the victims. On appeal, he argued the trhl
coutt's restitution order was an abuse 6f discretion, but COA
affirmed. PDR was granted to determine whether a state
comt may order restitution in a criminal case for an obligation based on a debt which has been discharged in federal
bankruptcy proceedings.
Held: A~vellant's vrior bankruotcv did not diseharee the
trial court's restitution ordez. After conducting a lengthy analysis of federal and state statutes and cases, CCA concludes
that trial court did not abuse in discretion. The goals of
bankruptcy and criminal proceedings are different: bankruptcy
is not supposed to punish, but to allow the honest debtor
to re-start his financial life, while the purpose of restitution
is to compensate victims, and is limited to only those losses
or expenses they can prove they have suffered. CCA rejects
Appelknt's argument that the victims (who were also listed
as creditors in the bankruptcy) were seeking restitution in
order to ntanipulate the civil system, which had previously
discharged these debts prior to the restitution order. CCA
also points out that a restitution order which lacks validity
can be attacked on its merits based on the record. Here,
the restitution orders were valid because evidence at trial
established that Appellant had committed the crimes against
the victims, and that he was ordered to pay restimtion i n the

amount proven to have been unlawfully appropriated from
those victims.

- San Antonio

1998); Opinion: Per Curiam (unanimous)
In 1993, Appellant pled nolo per a plea bargain and was
assessed 8 yrs deferred adjudication probation. In 1996, his
EVIDENCE WAS LEGALLY INSUFFICIENT WHERE STATE probation was revoked, and the trial court assessed a 2 0 y
PROVED OFPENSENOT ALLEGED IN JNDICTXENTr WIC sentence. COA reversed, holding that the trial court had
LIAM EDWARD PLANTER v. State, No. 1426-98, from improperly sentenced him to a term of imprisonnlent greater
Harris County, Reversed & Acquittal Ordered, 12/15/99; than what he had bargained for, and ordered the trial court
Qffense: Solicitation of Capital Murder; Sentence: 17 yrs; to either sentence Appellant in accord with the plea bargain,
COA: Affirmed (976//866 - Eastland 1998); Opinion: John- or allow him to withdraw his plea. COA relied on Ewin,
son, joined by Meyers, Mansfield, Price, Holland, and Keas- 955//416 (San Antonio - 1997), a case recently reversed by
ler; Separate Dissenting Opinions: McCormick, Keller 6. Ditto, 988//236 (CCA 1999). In Ditto, CCA held that when
the State makes no recommendation as to probation, but sets
Womack.
Appellant, a former cop, told Lex Baquer that for $10,000 a cap on punishment, the plea bargain is satisfied when the
he would kill Bob Fratta (Baquer's ex son-inhw, who had trial court assesses punishment within the terms of the cap;
hired two hit men to kill Baquer's daughter). Unbeknownst however, this does not preclude the trial court from assessing
to Appellant, Baquer was wearing (a wire provided by the a greater punishment upon violation of probation.
Held8 In accord with Ditto, reeardless of whether deferred
sheriffs office. The indictment and the jury charge both read
that Appellant had "requested, commanded and attempted to was Dart of a vlea bareain recommended bv the orosecution.
induce Lex Baquer to engage in specific conduct, namely, to imoosed bv the trial court without obiection bv the defendant.
kill Bob Frattlal." COA found that, although nothing in the or eranted under other circumstances, once the trial court o r e
record showed that Appellant had requested or attempted to 1
induce Baquer "to kill" Fratta, there was evidence showing o
The
p
ZOyr sentence here
that he had requested or attempted to induce Baquer to was within the statutory limits. The judgment is reversed and
pay Appellant to kill Fratta, and therefore, to be a party to the case is remanded to COA for consideration of Appellant's
the killing of Fratta. The charge included an abstract parties remaining points of error.
definition, but did not apply the law of parties to the facts.
However, under Mnlik, 953//234 (CCA 1997) and its progeny, RESTITUTION EXCEEDING PROPERTY VALUE RANGE
COA held that because a hypothetically correct charge would FOR OFFENSE WAS NOT IMPROPER W H E W TRIAL
have applied the law of parties to the facts, the evidence COURT HAD FACTUAL BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION:
was legaily and factually sufficient to show that Appellant was ROY LYNN CAMPBELL v. State, No. 55297, from. Harris
County; Reversed in part, 11/10/99; Offense: Theft by Decep
guilty as a party.
tion ($20,000 $100,000); Sentence: 10 yrs; COA: Restitution
Held:e &.
The e"idence adduced -at- trial did ~ i o show
t
that Order stricken (942//738 - Houston 114'~I 1997); Opinion:
Appellant attempted to request, command or attempt to IVomack, joined by McCormick, Keller, Price, Holland &
induce Baquer to kill Fratta, as alleged in the indictment Keasler; Meyers, Mansfield & Johnson joined parts I, 11, 111
and charged to the jury. Instead, it showed that he attempted & V; Concurring opinion: Johnson, joined by Meyers &
to request, command or attempt to induce Baquer to pay Mansfield.
Appellant pled nolo to stealing property valued at $20,000,
Appellant to kill Fratta. The evidence introduced hy the State
proved an offense different from the offense alleged in the but less than $100,000. The trial court assessed 10 yrs, and
indictment and set out in the jury charge, and therefore, is recommended $100,000 in restitution as a condition of parole.
insufficient to show that Appellant is guilty, either as the COA affirmed the conviction, but held the restitution recomprimary actor or as a party. He was never charged with, or mendation exceeded the parameters of the offense because
indicted for the offense that the evidence appears to support, the propertyvalue range for znd degree felony theft was more
namely, soliciting Baquer to hire Appellant to kill Fratta. The than $20,000 but less than $100,000. COA also found the
evidence presented at trial does not comport with conduct recommendation violated TCCP 42.01, 5 105) because names
alleged in the indictment and set out in the charge, and the of victims to whom the restitution was to be paid were not
jury verdict cannot, therefore, be supported logically by either stated in the judgment. The State argues that the propertythe actual jury charge or the hypothetically correct charge as value range for theft affects only punishment, but does not
formulated by COA. Judgment is therefore reversed, and case limit the restitution amount.
Held:
is remanded to trial court for entry of an acquittal.
Although
judge cannot require restitution as a condition of parole, the
Opinions on States' PDRs
amount he recommends may be used by the parole panel
WHEN TRIAL COURT ASSESSED SENTENCE AFTER in ordering restitution. (Also this case involves the former
DEFERRED
ADJUDICATION
PROBATION
WAS version of the statute, CCP 42.12 5 ll(a)(8) - the current
REVOKED, IT WAS RESTRICTED ONLY BY STATUTORY one is actually broader.) CCA discusses the limits on restitu.
LIMITS: JAMES VON SCHOUNMACHER v. State, No. tion orders: (1) the amount of restitution must be just, and
1335.98, from Bexar County; Reversed, ll/l0/99; Offense: must have a factual basis within the loss of the victim;
Burglary of a Building; Sentence: 20 yrs; COA: Reversed (NP (2) restitution cannot be ordered for an offense for which
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the defendant is not criminally responsible; and .(3) only
the victim(s) of the offense charged may be awarded restitution. Here, Appellant stipulated to the aniount of restinition
($108,324.56), and to a list of victims (eleven) and amounts
stolen from them. However, because the judgment did not
designate which of the victims were to get the restitution, or
hbw the award was to be divide among them, it violated art
42.01, § 1(25), and thus CCA upholds the COA's remand to
determine the appropriate division of the restitution anlong
the victims.
CCA next rejects Appellant's argument that the amount
of restitution should be limited based on the monetary value
of the property attached to the punishment grade - here the
upper limit of the property-value range of theft for which
Appellant was convicted was $100,000 for 2nd degree felony
theft. However, property value does not dictate the amount
of restitution. If it did, trial courts would not be permitted
to require restitution in a theft conviction that was a plea
bargain from another property offense that does not have an
attached value range (such as robbery), or a property crime
that has n o attached value (such as arson). "The legislature
never intended to resttict a trial court f rom ordering a
justified restitution amount simply because the State did not
charge the full amount."
Finally, CCA rejects Appellant's argument that he was
denied due process because he was unaware that he could be
made to pay restitution in an amount exceeding the propertyvalue range for 2"d degree theft (in effect an involuntary
plea coniplaint). Even though Appellant was not admonished
of the possibility of a restitution order, he signed a written
waiver asking the court to grant him deferred "with conditions to include restitution to all victims of this schenie,
whether pled in the indictment or not." Also, he stipulated
to the amounts stolen from the victims.. Thus, he cannot
con~plainof lack of notice. COA's judgment as to amount of
restitution is reversed, and trial court's judgment is affinned.
COA's remand to trial court for a determination of beneficiaries of the restitution recom~nendationis affirn~ed.
COMPLAINTS REGARDING UNAUTHORIZED PROBATIONARY CONDITIONS MAY N O T BE RAISED FOR THE
FIRSTTIME ON APPEAL: LAWRENCE EDWARD S P E T H
v. State, No. 425-98, from Harris County; Reversed, 12/1/99;
Offense: Agg. Asslt. on Peace Officer; Sentence: 10 yrs (prw
~ ~ ~
bated); COA: Affirmed (965//13 - Houston ~ 1 4 1998);
Opinion: Meyers, joined by Mansfield, Price, Johnson GtKeasler;
Concurring Opinion: Womack, McCormick, Keller & Holland.
Appellant was originally placed on deferred for five years,
but was adjudicated guilty and assessed the loyear probated
sentence after being indicted (but acquitted) of indecency
Because the basis of the revocation was the indecency allegation, the trial court placed five conditions o n Appellant's
probation which related to the indecency charges, about which
he complained for the first time on appeal. These conditions
were: register as sex offender, pay for complainants' counseling,
refrain from working as chiropractor during probation period,
submit to sex offender counseling and polygraph, and have
no contact w/minor girls during probation. COA held these
conditions were not authorized by law, and reversed. State

argued that because Appellant did not object to conditions
when assessed, he has procedurally defaulted this claim.
Held: Because Amellant did not obiect to im~ositionof
probationarv conditions at the time thev were imwosed, he h a
procedurallv defaulted these claims, and COA erred to hold he
could comwlain for the first time o n a ~ ~ e aCOA
l.
erred to rely
o n Heath, 817//335 (CCA 1991), and other cases which hold
that if a punishnlent is not authorized by law, that punishment is void, and can be challenged at any time, whether or
not the defendant objected at trial. These cases are inapposite
because they involve imposition of a sentence not authorized
by statute, and comnlunity supervision is nor a sentence or
even part of a sentence. It is a contractual privilege, aud
conditions are terms of the contract between the trial court
and the defendant. Thus, conditions not objected to are
affirmatively accepted as terms of the contract, and by entering into the contractual relationship without objection, the
defendant affirmatively waives any rights encroached upon by
the terms of the contract.
REQUEST FOR SHUFFLE AFTER PARTIES HAD
REVIEWED JUROR QUESTIONNAIRES WAS N O T
UNTIMEL~DIONICIO VEIjA IjARZAv. State, No. 786.99,
from Tarrant County, Reversed, 12/15/99; Offense: not in
opinion; Sentence: not in opinion; COA: Reversed (988//352
- Ft. Worth); Opinion: Keller (unanimous).
After the parties had reviewed juror questionnaires, the
trial court granted the State's motion for a jury shuffle over
defense counsel's objection that the request was untimely
under Dauir, 782//211 (CCA 19891, cert. denied, 495 US.
940 (1990). COA reversed, holding that a request for a jury
shuffle must be made before the movant has reviewed juror
information cards or biographical questionnaires, relying o n
Dauir. COA then held the harm could not be measured, then
concluded it was necessarily harmful under TRAP 44.2(b).
The State argues that the shuffle request was not untimely,
and that any error did not affect Appellant's substantial
rights.
Held: The trial court is neither rewired to allow nor Drw
hibited from allowine a Dartv to review written ouestionnaires
before decidine whether to reouest a shuffle. Dauu holds only
that a motion to shuffle is untimely if made after voir dire
has commenced. In that case, CCA held the trial court was
not required to afford a party the opportunity to review writ1ten questions before requesting a shuffle in order to comply
with the statute. The trial court has discretion whether to
allow the parties to review written questionnaires prior to
requesting a shuffle, and therefore the State's request was not
untimely. Case is reversed, and remanded to COA for disposition of Appellant's
remaining. points
of error. CCA does not
- .
address the question harm.
TRIAL COURT'S ERROR IN FAILING T O GIVE APPELLANT'S REQUESTED JURY CHARGE WAS N O T HARM.
FUL: ERVIN JEROME DICKEYv. State, No. 1947-98, from
Harris County; Reversed, 12/15/99; Offense: Murder; Sentence: 60 yrs; COA: Reversed (979//825 - Houston [14thI
1998); Opinion: Keasler, joined by McCormick, Meyers, Man.
sfield, Keller & Holland; Concurring Opinion: Keller, joined
by Mansfield & Holland; Dissent: Womack; Dissent: Johnson,

joined by Price,
Appellant and another person [Marvis) both shot the victim
after an altercation. According to Appenant's confession, when
Marvis cocked his gun the victim pulled his gun out. Appellant then pulled out his own gun and shot the victim
because he thought the two were about to 'team up" on
him. After Mawis shot the victim, he turned the gun on
Appellant, who got away when it misfired. The trial conrt
gave a selfdefense charge that instructed the jury to acquit
if it reasonably appeared that Appellant was in danger %om
the words or conduct or both" of the victim. The trial court
rejected Appellant's requested multiple assailants charge which
instructed an acquittal if the jury found that it had reasonably appeared to Appellant that he was in danger from the
words or conduct or both, of the victim or other persons
with him. COA held that Appellant should have gorten the
charge, and the trial court's denial was harmful. PDR was
granted to reassess the COA's harm analysis.
Held: ADDellantfailedto

Appellant needed medieal attention. It was undisputed that
Tomlinson saw no criminal activity or traffic violation. As
Tomlinson approached the car, he saw a partially smoked
joint on the console between rhe two front seats. Appellant
pled nolo after his motion to suppress was gtanted. COA
reversed, holding the dope was observed as the fruit of an
illegal stop and so shouId have been suppressed. The State's
PDR was granted to determine whether the 4th Amendment
prohibits cops from conducting an investigatory stop under
his *community caretaking' function.
Held: The commnnitv caretakina exeevtion to the war-

p CCA conducts an

analysis of US. Supreme Court precedent: As part of his
duty to "serve and protect," a police officer may stop and
assist an individual whom a reasonable person - given the
totality of the circumstances - would believe is in need of
help. In determining whether police acted reasonably, the fol.
lowing factors are relevant: (1) nature and lwel of distress
f
e
r
e
dexhibited by the individual; (2) location of individual; (3)
. a -m
Under Aluwnza, it is Appellant's whether or not the individual was alone and/or had access
burden to prove that he suffered some actual, rather than to assistance independent of that offeted by the cop; and (4)
theoretical harm. As there was no evidence other than to what extent the indiv~dual- if nor assisted
mseuted
Appellant's statement to support his assertion that Mawis a danger to himself or others. Although it is recognizing the
and the victim werr "teaming up" on him, the evidence existence of the comnxunity caretaking function, CCA says it
was less than clear that there were mulriple assailants. In must be applied narrow1y "Only in the most unusual circumfact, the evidence reflects that Appellant and Marvis were stances will wanantleu searches of private, fixed property, or
teaming up against the victim. Given the ambiguity of the stops of persons located thereon, be justified under the comevidence, CCA concludes that Appellant did not prove he munity caretaklng function, given the greater expectatton of
suffered actual harm by the trial court's refusal to give his privacy inherent with respect to residences and other prwate
charge. Keller thinks that when the jury rejected Appellant's real property." CCA rejects Appellant's argument that a
selfdefense theory, it also necessarily rejected his multiple stricter standard should apply to stops based on the welfare of
a passenger as opposed to that of the driver, even though a
assailants theory.
Dissents: Womack and Johnson both agree that COA erred driver in distress poses a greater threat to the public because
in failing to analyze this case under A l w w . Womack says Suprema refuse to recognize such a distinction. Because
CC.4 majority commits the same error. In a harmless error Tomlinson acted reasonably under the circumstances, trial
context> the only "burden" is a suggestion by a party how court did not err when it denied his motion to suppress.
the error was lor wax not) harmful. It is the appellate court's COA's judgment tewrsing trial court is therefore reversed and
job to assess the likelihood of harm and apply the appropri, remanded so that court "for further proceedings consistent
ate standard. Johnson's dissent includes an application of with this opinion."
Alamanra and its companion, Arline. She thinks that CCA
Dissents: From Meyers' dissent we learn that COA had
should, instead of conducting its own analysis, remand to already made a determination that even under the community
COA for a proper harm analysis using the correct stand;ard. caretaking function, Tomlinson's action was unreasonable, and
that neither CCA nor the Supreme Court has recognized
COMMUNITY CARETAKlNG EXCEPTION APPLIES IN "welfare" stops of citizens. He is troubled by the dma which
TEXAS, AND EXTENDS EVEN TO "WELFARE" OF PAS- suggem that such an exception might also be applicable in
SENGEIL KYLE WALKER WRIGHT u State, No. 297-98, circumstances involving private fixed property or stops of
from Williamson County; Reversed, 12/15/99; Offense: Poss. persons located thereon. He also says that Appellant's privacy
of Marijuana (less than 2 oz.); Sentence: 9 mos. probation interests under the 4th Amendment outweigh the State's
6r $250 file; COA: Reversed (959//355 - Austin 1998); interests in rendering aid, and suggests that "the risk of
Op~nion: Mansfield, joined by McCormick, Keller, Holland, subterfuge on these facts is real." Johnson expresses similar
Womack & Keasler; Dissent: Meyers; Dissent: Johnson, joined problems with the majority opinion, and observes that the
State's PDR did not raise community caretaking as it may
by Price.
Appellant,. a passewer in the back seat of a cat going apply under the Texas Constitution. She says that the only
down a highway at 4:00 am was seen by sheriffs deputy community caretaking exception existent in Texas is that set
Tomlinson leaning out the window throwing up. Tomlinson forth by the Supreme Court, and thus, the majority erred to
testified at a suppression hearing that he thought it was extend it as it did here. She believes a remand inappropriate
unusual for a passenger to be hanging hi head out of a because COA already analyled the issue under the federal
moving car and vomiting, and stopped the car to see whether standard.
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dissents w/o opin~on.
Appellant was convicted in of these offenses 1983. His
convictions were afftrn~edin 1984 in unpubl~shed opinions,
and his PDR's were refused. He now claims he received ineffective assistance of ma1 counsel because his attorney failed to
investigate, interview witnesses, or prepare for trial. This cause
was recently remanded to the trial court for resolution after
the State PDR'd and argued the doctrine of laches precluded
relief. Ex k i t e Carrro, 992//486 (CCA 1999). The trial court
recommended relief be denied under the doctrtne of laches.
Held: Based on the trial court's findines and CCA's own
review. relief isdenied. The trial court entered findings of fact
and conclusions of law based on the State's response, that
the State's ability to respond has been prejudiced by the 1%
delay in filing the instant application.

NO DOUBLEJEOPARDYVIOLATION WHEN APPLICANT
PROSECUTEDFORROBBERY OFTWOVICTIMS-Crosby,
Simmons & Cook are expressly overruledr EX PARTE MARK
ANTHONY HAWKINS, No. 73,548, from Dallas County;
Relief Denied, 12/08/99; Offense: Aggravated Robberyl (2);
Sentence; Life; Opinion: Womack, joined by McCormick,
Mansfield, Keller, Price, Holland, & Keasler; Separate Concurring Opinion: Meyers & Johnson.
Applicant was charged v1a separate indictments with robbing two victims on the same date. He pled guilty (w~thout
a pleahatgain) to both and received two concurrent life
sentences. In this 11.07 writ application, he complains that
double jeopardy was violated because there were two v~ctims,
but only one robbery, thus he could only be prosecuted for
one robbery. The vict~mswere employees of a store. Applicant APPLICANT'S GUILTYPLEAS, AGREEMENTTO SECOND
held a gun to one victim's head, then led hi111 to the cashier TRIAL AND SENTENCE, WAIVED HIS DOUBLE JEOPand pointed the gun at the cashlet as he emptied cash into ARDY CLAIM: EX PARTE JERRY FRANK BIRDWELL,
a bag. Applicant's contention is supported by a line of cases, No. 73,653, fro111 Harris C o u n x Relief Denied, 12/15/99;
which CCA dec~ded to "reexamine" when it filed and set Offense: Forgery (2); Sentence: 3 yrs; No Appeal; Optniqn:
this writ.
Womack, joined by McCormick, Mansfield, Keller, Price,, HolHeld: Prosecuting Aoolicant for two robberies did not violate land, & Keasler; Meyers conculs w/note; Johnson concurs.
the double ieooardv clause because the allowableunit of ~rosecu- Applicant pled guilty in 1978 to two indictments, and
tion for robberv is eachvictim, and Avdicant assaultedtwo vie was sentenced to 3.year concurrent terms. In 1979, CCA
rims in the course of committing a theft. After reexam~ningE* held that forgery indictments (which included all those in
Parte Crosby, 703//683 (CCA 1986), Simmons, 745//348 (CCA Harris County) were fundan~entallydefective if they failed to
1987), and Cook, 840//384 (CCA 1992), which all support allege that the writing was not authorized by the purported
Applrcant's argument, CCA concludes that the double jeop maker. Minix, 579//466 (CCA 19791, overruled, Exkrte Porter,
ardy question depends on the allowable unit of prosecution 827//324 (CCA 1992). In 1980, reindictments added the allefor tobhery, which is determined by construing the robbery gations held essential in Mmix Applicant was again sentenced,
statutes. Crosby made theft the allowable unit of prosecution pursuant to a plea bargain, to 2-year terms. The 1978 indictfor robbery, and this holding was reaffirmed in S~mmonsand ments were dismissed after Applicant filed a motion for new
Cook. The Crosby court held that theft was the allowable unit trial. Applicant filed this writ in 1996 because the convicbecause the "Penal Code makes clear that theft is an ultegral tion was used to enhance a 1996 theft prosecution from a
part of the offense of agtavated robbery." However, t h ~ s state jail felony to a 3d degree. Applicant contends that the
analysis was from the old code. In 1974 the law was changed 1980 prosecutlon was a nulhty relying on lsnguage in Wdson,
to make robbery an assaultive offense, not an aggravated form 562//477 (CCA 19781, which held that only the CCA could
of theft, as it was m the old code. Thus, as robbery is reverse a conviction after it had become final. Therefore, the
now a form of assault, the allowable unit of prosecution for ttial court's actions of granting a new ma1 after reindictments
an assaultive offense is each victim, as CCA has previously had ~ssuedwere null and void, the original convictions,were
held, e.g., Phillips, 787//391 (CCA 1990). and E* Parte Rathniell, still outstanding, and Applicant has been convicted twice for
717//33 (CCA 1986), and these holdings conflict with Crorby. the same offenses.
Held: Auvlicant waived his rieht to he free from a second
The Cmsby definition of the allowable unit of prosecution
for robbery was contrary to statutory and decisional law of prosecution for the same offense. CCA agrees that the trial
this state, was incorrectly decided, and is In conflict w ~ t h court had no authority m grant a motion for new trial after
other decisions Therefore, &by,
Stmmonr, and Cook are all expiration of the statutory time limit, and the judgment from
expressly overruled, because they were mistaken as to double the first trial was still effective in 1980. However, the second
jeopardy law. There being no error in prosecuting Applicant trial did not violate double jeopardy provisions of either
for wo aggravated robberies, the requested relief is denied
the federal or state constitutions. Although Applicant would
not have wa~vedhis double jeopardy clam by merely leadAPPLICANT'S HABEAS CLAIMS HELD BARRED BY D O C ing guilty, his subsequent guilty pleas, agreement to subject
TRINE OF LACHES BECAUSE STATE WAS PREJUDICED himself to a second nial, and his receipt of a lesser sentence
BY 14-YEAR DELAY& EX PARTE NORMAN EDWARD already earned waived his double jeopardy complaints.
CARRIO, No. 73,180 & 73,181, from Harris County; Relief
Death Penalty Opinions
denied, 12/15/99; Offense: Murder & Atten~pted Murder;
Sentences: 60 & 20 yrs; Appeal: Affirmed; Opitkon: Price,
joined by McComick, Mansfield, Xeller, Holland, Womack MARVINLEEWILSON, No. 73,043, from Jefferson Countyi
& Keasler; Johnson coucurs in result w/o opinion; Mqers Affirmed, 12/06/99; Opinion: Keller (unanimous)
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Factsr Appellant confronted the victim at a store parking
lot, and beat him for "snitching" on him for POCS. When
the victim ran off, Appellant and his friend, Andrew, pursued
him, forced him into a car, drove towards a Mobil refinery,
shot him in the head, and left him to die. Later, Appellant
made statements in front of his wife, Andrew, and his wife
Terry, that he (Appellant) had killed the vietim. The victim's ,
body was found the next day on the side of a road by a
bus driver. CCA rejects challenges to the legal and factual
sufficiency of the evidence.
Extraneousoffense; At a pretrial hearing, &peUanr sought
to suppress the coraine.related evidence arguing it was illegally
obtained. When counsel later sought to exclude the evidence
under TRAP 404(b), the nial court held it was relevant to
motive, but resewed a ruling on prejudice under TRAP 403.
Defense counsel then requested a limiting instruction "when
the t h e is appropriate." During a hearing at trial, defense
counsel again reurged objections under the Rules, but did not
request a limiting instruction at that time. He also renewed
his objections in front of the jury. A limiting instruction
was included in the jury charge. Held: Because wunsel failed
$0 reauest a limitinc instruction when the evidence came in he
procedurallvdefaultedthisclaim. Requesting the insmction
during the pretrial hearing was not the right time, and asking
for it at an unspecified "appropriate time" was not specific
enough.
Failure to Disclose Exculpatory Evidence: Appellant asked
for a mistrial because the State failed to disclose until five
days prior to nial, a statemefit made by the v~ctimthat he
had told a cop that "Gun" was after him because he had
snitched. The State had originally believed that "Gun" was
Appellant's nickname, but it was really the street name of
another witness named Webb. Defense counsel did not ask
for a continuance until the State's rebuttal portion of the trial,
and the trial court refused to grant one. Held: & & l a d m

n r

in points 13 & 14, but otherwise joins majority.
Facts: Appellant parne~pated in a conspiracy with Joseph
Pryrash and Robert Fratta to kill Farah Frattn. Appellant
confessed after being interrogated by cops, without his lawyer
present, and after he had been arrested for aggravated robbery,
but not mnrder. -He does not challenge sufficiency of the
evidence, so the facts are not set forth in the opinion,
Ineffective assistance of counsel for failing to object to trial
court's wmments: The trial fudge remarked during voi? dire
that gender is sometimes a mitigating factor, referring to the
disproportionate number of men on death row as opposed
to women. This, he says, authorired the jury to discriminate
against him on account of his gender. CCA rejects this argument based on Fuentes, 991//267 (CCA 1999), in which the
trial court explained that youth is sonxetimes considpred a
mitigating facfor, and CCA held that such comments did not
violate the defendant's equal protection rights. Held: d

+
+
+
b re ed o
been relied on as a factor. Even if comments did authorize jury
to consider female gender as mitigating, they did not suggest
that male gender could or should be considered an aggravating factor,
Involuntary confessions: Appellant was interrogated by cops
after being arrested for aggravated robbery, and after already
having an attorney appointed for that offense. He claims this
violated his right to counsel under the 6th Amendment, and
also claims he had invoked his 5th Amendment righ to countL.
sel during the interrogation. Held: Auoellant's &Amend,
b

s

t t'i
p

t t
a
h
Evidence
a
in
the record is conflicting, but supports nial court's finding
that Appellant voluntarily waived his rights, thus, no violation
is
shown.
,
,
n
x
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Exclusion of defensewitnesses: Appellant wanted font witWebb'snickname. Moreover, Appellant fails to show how the nesses to testify on his behalf regarding the involuntariness
of his confession: his lawyer o n the aggravated robbery, and
State's tardy disclosure was prejudicial.
Improper Jury Argument: The trial court sustained coun- three other attorneys who had overheard what the cops had
sel's objection to striking at Appellant over the shoulders of said regarding Appellant's custodial statements. Appellant testid a motion to suppress the confessions that he had
defense counsel and instructed the jury to disregard when the f ~ at
prosecutor in closing accused the defense aitorney of "fooling requested the presence of his lawyer, but one of the cops
with witnesses." Trial court also sustained an objection and said he had contacted the lawyer who gave him permissiot~
gave an instruction when the prosecutor made a similar com- to question Appellant without him. The lawyer denied ever
ment directly afrer the previous objectwn/instruction. Trial being contacted about the interrogation, and the cop said
court denied requests for mistrial. Held: Thiarmment was he never called the lawyer. The other three lawyers (two
were Appellant's former attorneys, and one just happened
an unfair strike aeainst Auuellant. Moteover, the instructions to be there) had all overheard the cop tell the trial judge
in chambers that he had indeed contacted Appellant's lawyer
to disregard cured any conceivable error.
and
had received petmission to speak to Appellant without
Other rejectedpoints; insufficiency of evidence to support
future dangerousness; admission of expert testimony; failing the presence of counsel. Appellant testified that he would
to instruct the jury that capital life means 35 years before not have agreed to the interrogation if the cap had not
told him of the conversation wfth his lawyer. These wirparole eligibility.
nesses were excluded because the State successfully argued that
HOWARD PAUL GUIDRY, No. 72,775, from Harris County; no issue was raised before the jury regarding voluntariness
Affirmed, 12/15/9999; Opinion; Meyers, joined by Mansfield, of the confession. Appellant complains that their exclusion
Price, Womack & Keasler; Concurring Opinion: Holland; deprived him of a defense. Held: Amellant was not denrived
McCormick & Keller concur wjo opinion; Johnson concurs
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While recognizing Supreme Court precedent that holds such
evidence can be relevant to the defense (credibilq of the
interrogating officers, for example), here CCA holds it had
only limited relevance, and was also excludable under TRE
403.
Admission of cedefeudant's statements: Appellant complains
chat statements made by Pryrash to his girlfriend, Mary Gipp,
regarding his and Appellant's roles in the murder, were
hearsay, not subject to any exception, and violative of h:s
confrontation rights. The statements were made during the
time the murder was bemg planned, immediately preceding
the murder, and afterwards in connection with collecting
remuneration. Held: The statements were inadmissible as any
excwtion to the hearsav rules. but were harmless under TRAP
442ld. CCA reasons: (1) Although statements were made
during the conspiracy, they were not made in furtherance of
conspiracy because they did nothing to enlist Gipp's help, but
only described the events, and so were inadmissible under
the catonspiratnr's exception (TRE 801(e)(2)(E)I; (2) Stare.
tnents were not admissible as statements against interest (TRE
803(24)), because they implicated Appellant as well as Prytash,
and CCA has previously held that the rule does not apply
unless the state e m were equally against both the dedarant and the 3" party; here, rhey were not; (3) Atthough
Gipp's testimony regarding AppelIant's statements may have
been admitted in v~olationof the Confrontation Clause, no
confrontatton problems because most of Gipp's testnnony was
admisstble, and much of it was corroborated by Appellant's
written statements, CCA thus concludes that adniiss~onof
Prytash's statements regarding Appellant's participation in the
offense made no contribution to his conviction or punishment.
Other rejected points$ More hearsay complaints; no notice
of extraneous offenses introduced at punrshment; improper
closing argument by prosecutor (reference to Appellant as
already being on death m held cured by trial court's instruction to disregard).
PDR'S GRANTED IN NOVEMBER & DECEMBER 1999.

the State did introduce, to determine the sufficiency of the
evidence supporting the juty's finding of "serious bodily
injury."
2. Whether this Court should reconsider its decision in
Webb v. State, 801 S.W.2d 529 (Tex.Cnm.App. 1990), that
surgery and its aftereffects should not be considered in
determintng the sufficiency of the evidence supporting a find.
ing of "serious bodily injury."
1194/5-99, TAYLOR, SCOTTY LYNN; 11/10/99; A; H o p
kin% POCS: 995//279
1. Did the Court of Appeals err In holdmg that Appellant
did not have standing to contest an illegal inttusion and
search of a residence in which he was an dvernight guest!
1404-99, BLANCO, ALBERT RODRIGUEZ; ll/10/99; A;
Colliq Burglary: 996//345
1. Whether a waiver of appeal made after judgment of
convicrion but before sentencing is valid.
118299, MARTINEZ, MARIA, 11/17/99; S & SPA; El Paso;
Delivery of Cocaine: 993//751
1. Did the Courr of Appeals err by reswsing the trial
court's implicit ruling that the wimess qualified as an expert,
when appellant did not object to the qualifications of the
wimess!
2. Is the present opinion of a testifying witness hearsay!
1474.99, FRYER, ROlAND GERARD, 11/17/99; A; Dentou;
Sexual Assault: 993//385
1. May the trial court consider a victim's punishment
remmmendation in a PSI!
1474-99 FRYER, ROLAND GERARD, 11/17/99; A; Denton;
Sexual Assault: 993//385
1. May the trial court consider a victim's punishment
recommendation in a PSI?
1182.99, MARTIMEZ, MARIA, 11/17/99; S & SPA; El Paso;
Delivery of Cocaine: 993//751
1. Did the Court of Appeals err by reversing the trial
court's implicit ruling that the wimess qualified as an expert,
when Appellant did not object to the qualifications of the
witness?
2. Is the present opinion of a testifying witness hearsay?

1025-99. THOMPSON, RODNEY 1.; 11/03/99; SPA'S;
Harris; Burglary of a Habitation: NP
1. Where a cause is reversed and remanded for a new pun~shmenthearing because of the State's failure to sufficiently
prove a conviction alleged for enhancement, IS the state
prohibited, as a matter of federal law, from again attempting
to use and prove the same allegation 6n remand? See Monge
v. California, 118 S.Ct. 2246, 141 L.Ed.2d 615 (1998).
2. Where a cause is reversed and remanded for a new pun'
ishmenr hearing because of the State's failure to sufficiently
prove a conviction alleged for enhancement, is the state
prohtbited, as a matter of state law, from again attempting to
use and prove the same allegation on remand? See Monge v.
California, 118 S.Ct 2246, 141 L.Ed.2d 615 (1998).

0815-99, WHEELER, DENNIS D., 11/24/99; S; Hardin;
Aggravated Sexual Assault: 988//363
1. Did the Court of Appeals err in holding that expert
testimony that Appellant was not a sexual abuse risk did not
open the door to a similar extraneous molestation?
2. Did the Court of Appeals err by refusing to find that
an extraneous offense is adtnissible to rebut a defensive claim
that the defendant was a victim of a "frame.up?"

063699, FLEMING, AARON ISAAC; 11/10/99; SPA; Liberryi
Intax.Asslt 61 Agg.Asslt: 987//912
1. Whether the Court of Appeals erred in focusing on
evidence the State did not produce, instead of the evidence

1090-99, JIMENEZ, JOHNNY SILVA, 11/24/99; A & S;
Harris; Aggravated Assault: 992//633
1. Whether the Court of Appeals applied the wrong harm
analysis after holding that the parole charge provided for

in art. 37.07, 4(a), V.A.C.C.P., was unconstitutional, because
the Court of Appeals failed to properly apply the harm
analysis provided in Tex.R.App.P. 44.2(a) and instead errone
ously determined the error did not amount to egregious h a m
under Almaw.
2. Whether the Court of AppeaIs erred in holding that
Appellant's rights to due process and due course of law were
violated when the nial court instructed the jury under art.
37.07, 4, V.A.C.C.P.

reasonable suspicion exists to believe the individual is engaged
in criminal aetivity, does the officer's subjective intention to
conduct an exterior sweep of the vehicle with a drugmiffing
dog vitiate the officer's seizure of suspected narcotics observed
in plain view during the lawful detention?
1417-99, PETTIGREW, MARVIN CHARLES; 12/01/99; S &
SPA; Smith; AggSexAsslt.: NP
1. Where a defendant is placed o n community supervision
for a felony offense and thereafter community supervision
is revoked and sentence imposed, can the sentence for said
offense be ordered to run consecutively with the sentence
for another ofEense that was imposed after the conmuncv
supervision was ordered in the first case but prior to the
revocation of probation and imposition of sentence in the
fust case?
2. The Court of Appeals erred in removing the cumulation
order because the sentence imposed by the trid court, after
the rewcation of the suspended sentence in this case was
a subsequent sentence to the sentence for the murder and
authorized by statute.

1354-99, MARGRAVES, JR., ROSS D., 11/24/99; S; Brazos;
Official Misconduct 996//290
I. ShouId the Court of Appeals adopt Appellant's version
of the facts when deciding a legal sufficiency case?
2. Is rhe official misconduct statute unconstitutionally void
for vagueness?
3. Is Penal Code 39.02(a)(2) unconstitutionally vague?
4, In reviewing the legal sufficiency of the evidence, did
the Court of Appeals err by disagreeing with the pmposirion
that the jury was entitled to reject the defendant's exculpatory
evidence?
5. When judging the rationality of a jury's verdict under
Jackmn u. Virginia, may an appellate court reweigh the dekn- 1254.99, BLUE, BENJAMIN LEON; 12/15/99; A; Harris;
dmt's evidence to find that it conclusively establishes his Aggravated Assaulc: NP
defensive theory?
1. Whether the court of appeals erred in determining that
the trial court's misconduct in admonishing the jury panel
1475/6.99, FREEMAN, LARRY DEAN; 11/24/99; A; Gtegg; that petitioner was guilty and that defense attorneys routinely
Del/Cont. Subst.(2): 998//379
suborn perjury was not properly preserved because no objec1. Does an admission of guilt as part of an entrapment tion was made ar trial.
defense negate the State's Bra& duty to disclose impeachment
evidence concerning its only wimess to the sale of crack 1618.99, ROSS, RODNEY DEE; 12/15/99; SPA; Austin;
cocaine?
Criminal Mischief: 999//468
2. Does the Court of Appeals misapply the mixed
1. Can an appellate court uphold a trial court's decis~on
subjective/ohjective teat of enttapment as established by Eng. to suppress evidence as within its 'discretion," instead of
land u. State?
conducting a de novo review, merely because the judge m~ght
have disbelieved some or all of the state's uncontroverted
0905-99, NAVRATIL, STEPHANIE FAYE; 12/01/99; A$ Dallas; evidence?
lntox Manslanghter: NP
1701-99, ROBINSON, DONTAE; 12/15/99; A; Bexar; Poss.
1. Did the Court of Appeals em in holding that Appellant W/intent to Deliver Cocaine: NP
waived the right to complain on appeal about a fundamentally
1. Can a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel be
defective charge because trial counsel affirmatively stated that waived under Tex.R.App.P. 33.l(a)? bP
he had no objection to the charge?
1279-99, CANT',
JOHN; 12/01/99; SPA; Travisi Murder:
994//721
1. Is the testimony of a psychiatrist or psychologist concerh.
ing the demeanor or lack of remorse of a juvenile during a
preaansfer diagnostic smdy inadmissible at punishment unless
the juvenrle was warned prior to the diagnostic study that his
statements could be used against h i at trial!
1321.99, WALTER, BlLLY LEE; 12/01/99; SPA; Ton1 Green;
Poss/Cocaine: 997//853
1. When an individual is detained because of a traffic stop
and a warrant check incidental to the traffic stop, may the
officer seize suspected narcotics that he sees in plain view
inside the individual's vehkle?
2. When au individual is detained because of a traffic stop
and a warrant check inc~dentalto the traffic stop, but no
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BestAdvicefrom theTrenches

A small sample of the words of wisdom
O Please check here or call the office if you require special
assistance. We will be happy to help you in any way we can.
, ..

Please call Randy a t 5121478-2514 or check out our
Web site www.tcdla.com for more information!
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..

your calleogues hove to shore.
Courreryafl.Craig Jetr

Prepare, prepare, prepare.
Don't ask questions that you don't know
the answer to (most of the time).
.Visit the scene of the offense.

i s a minzirral defense lawyec Ispent tlto~~sunds
of dollar^ on yellow
page advertising. A year ago I began advertising on the Zntemet and
today over 30% ofour clientsfi~dus over the web."

_-

-.~eofthe top five premium positions, the cost is just $250.00 a
1011th.And the number of premium
ive -.no matter how bigyog practice
rttQui( y
)on'tget loc~edout.
ounties.have already
ow 800-47~1-733%:'

reserve your position, call toll free

veren sePros.com
The Ullimote Criminal Defense DirectoryA

visit us at
www.defensepros.com
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